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ABSTRACT 

Nineteenth and twentieth century migratory networks had a formative, yet 

unrecognized, impact in the lead-up to the 1962 establishment of the Yemen Arab 

Republic.  Migrants from Northern Yemen to Aden built discursive spaces for contesting 

economic and political oppression that served as a foundation for later channels of 

political dissidents and reformists to oppose the Imamic regime, often walking a tightrope 

between their own calls for reform and the interests of foreign state actors.  Those spaces 

were preserved in the later development of similar networks after 1962 and paved the 

way for generations of migrants to contest or advance reigning economic and social 

orders via labor migration to oil-rich states.
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Introduction  

The 1962 thawra and subsequent formation of the Yemen Arab Republic were 

organized by officers in the Yemeni military and orchestrated with the financial and 

material support of the Egyptian government.
1
  It was military officers—not returned 

migrants, reformers, or dissidents—who had executive responsibility in the overthrow of 

the Imamic government and unfolding six-year civil war between the Egyptian-backed 

Royalists and the Saudi-supported Republicans.
2
 

The lack of agency of every-day Yemenis in the definitive events of 1962 was 

commented upon by a reformer who had been sent abroad in Imam Yaḥya’s prominent 

educational mission of the 1940s—the participants in that delegation are known as the 

“Famous Forty.”  He stated in retrospect, “the Group of Forty did not make the revolution 

or build the state thereafter; we did not fight battles and make the decisions.  Despite our 

years in government—and mine have been many—the rest of the Group of Forty and I 

have had almost no impact or influence.”
3
 

And yet it was those Yemenis: the returnees from education abroad, the masses of 

Yemeni migrants moving between Aden and Yemen, and the numbers of Yemenis that 

lived and suffered under the Imamate—who had done the necessary work that led to the 

                                                      
1
 Thawra is translated to revolution (it can also mean excitement or agitation.  Hans Wehr, A Dictionary of 

Modern Written Arabic (Arabic – English), ed. J. Milton Cowan (Harrassowitz 1979), 130 – 131.  
2
 Gregory Johnsen, “The Siege of Ṣanʿaʾ,” unpublished paper, University of Arizona, no date. 

3
 This comment was made during an interview of ʿAbdullah al-Kurshumi, a member of the Famous Forty, 

and later minister in the Yemeni government, during an interview by Robert Burrowes in 1979.  Most 

famous of the Imam’s missions to send Yemenis abroad were the “famous forty,” a delegation of students 

from a wide variety of backgrounds sent to study abroad in Lebanon in 1947.  Robert D. Burrowes, “The 

Famous Forty and Their Companions: North Yemen’s First-Generation Modernists and Educational 

Emigrants,” Middle East Journal 59 (2005): 94. 
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military-driven paradigmatic shift of 1962.  To leave them out of  the story is a gross 

inaccuracy.   

The shift in governance in Yemen in 1962—the transition from feudal Imamate to 

centralized Republic—occurred because of less visible components of the Yemeni 

population who had engaged in social and economic advancement during the preceding 

periods.  The Yemeni migrants were a critical constituency and were key in that process.  

The migrants moved primarily to Aden to work as unskilled laborers or merchants during 

the course of more than a century of the British occupation which began in 1839 and later 

included dissidents and students to locations such as Iraq, Egypt, Lebanon, the United 

States, and Great Britain.  Many returned to Yemen to play key roles in the call for 

reform, the thawra, and the post-thawra establishment and “after 1962 many of these 

men constituted the country’s new administrative and military elite.”
4 
 

During the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, generations of Yemeni migrants to 

Aden built remittance channels, improved the economies of their communities, forged 

links between previously segregated classes of populations—and eventually made 

possible the contestation of the Imamate.  Political and economic developments in 

Northern Yemen occurred as a result of migrations from Yemen and the Adeni 

hinterlands to British-occupied Aden.  Significant transformations in governance came 

about in Yemen during the 1960s because of the economies, infrastructural inroads, and 

connections developed by successive generations of Yemeni migrants and which 

                                                      
4
 Gabriele Vom Bruck, “Ibrahim’s Childhood,” Middle Eastern Studies 35 (1999): 170.  
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charismatic political figures and military officers could and did cash in on to produce 

institutional changes embodied in thawra. 

The migrants, reformers, and dissidents who returned to Yemen after stretches of 

labor in Aden, periods of exile, and educational missions accomplished much in the way 

of building Yemen during the post-1962 era and were not without influence or impact on 

Yemeni systems of governance or the changing Yemeni social orders.  It was precisely 

the efforts and works of the masses of Yemeni migrants, dissidents, and students that 

enabled the military officers to deliver the final blow to the failing Imamate and bring 

about the change of regime. 

The Work of a Century and a Quarter of Yemeni Migrants   

During the British occupation of Aden, Yemeni migrants were semi-skilled and 

unskilled laborers and merchants who arrived to Aden in search of employment, students 

who left to improve their educational opportunities, and political dissidents escaping 

persecution.  Most were temporary migrants and from 1839 until 1967, numbers of 

young, adult men travelled alone and stayed in Aden for several month periods before 

returning to their communities with their earnings and setting further migrations to 

motion.  Fewer migrants remained in Aden for years or settled there permanently—using 

their incomes to engage in commercial enterprises and open small shops.  In the last half-

century of the British colonial engagement in Southern Arabia, labor migrants left Yemen 

for Aden in greater numbers and were followed by political dissidents and students.      

The migrants, in responding to the British Aden Colony’s demands for workers, 

played key roles in transforming the modern political economies of Northern Yemen.  
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They integrated a confluence of interests—amongst participants at different locations and 

social and economic standings who otherwise remained mutually exclusive.  Remittance 

earnings, commercial and social connections to British-controlled Aden, and consumable 

products transferred back afforded their communities stronger political voice and 

elevated economic status.  The intersection of various social strata—as a result of 

economic development and changes the migrants effected—facilitated mobilization and 

financial advancement and led to reform.  Transformations of economies and social 

orders were brought about by migrants, their movements, networks, and labor.  Those 

changing economic patterns are apparent in contrasts between modes of production—the 

capitalism of British-occupied Aden and the tribute-paying feudalism of Northern 

Yemen.  Northern Yemen was a feudal economy, as were the fragmented territories of 

the Adeni hinterlands—those regions served as labor enclaves supplying the demands of 

foreign capitalist interests in Aden.  

Sheila Carapico, in her work on the formation of local development associations 

in Yemen during the 1970s, explained that the integration of the Yemeni economy, 

“occurred through gradual changes in trade and especially via the migration of Yemenis 

to the British port of Aden in South Yemen.”
5
  The British capitalist presence in Aden 

served as an impetus for the labor migration from Northern Yemen—where a feudal, 

tribute-paying mode of production was in place.  Shifts in the economic orders at both 

locations occurred through exchanges between migrants—with each other, the colonial 

British occupiers, entrepot merchants and local traders, labor contractors and middlemen, 

                                                      
5
 Sheila Carapico, “The Political Economy of Self-Help: Development Cooperatives in the Yemen Arab 

Republic,” PhD diss., State University of New York at Binghamton, 1984, 112. 
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and sultans and shaykhs of the hinterlands—and resulted in political reconfigurations in 

Northern Yemen. 

British-occupied Aden was attractive not only because of its higher wages and 

available employment opportunities, but also because of lower taxes, security systems, 

and negligible customs duties.  The famous British Yemenist, Robert Bertram Serjeant, 

reported that the Yemenis of the hinterlands preferred the British to the Imam as their 

overlords, as the British “did not tax but subsidized; nor did they send British troops to 

occupy their country.  The Imam on the contrary was obliged to tax the southern Shāfiʿi 

south of the Yemen.”
6
  Social hierarchies were challenged and sometimes changed via 

economic contestations that occurred over time.  Patterns from the migrants’ origin 

communities were transferred and modified in the back and forth exchanges between 

Yemen and British-ruled Aden which was subject to British-imposed social, economic, 

and occupational caste systems. 

Migratory Studies and the “Presence of Absence” 

In leaving, migrants create negative spaces that are difficult to account for, 

describe, or study because they are manifest in absence.  The Yemeni labor migrations to 

Aden reflect changing social orders in Yemen during the pre-national period—

represented in those absences of large constituencies of people.  Engseng Ho described 

that “presence of absence,” and elucidated processes of cultural indoctrination of 

                                                      
6
 R. B. Serjeant, “The Two Yemens: Historical Perspectives and Present Attitudes,” Asian Affairs 4 (1973): 

3.  Although Serjeant is ignoring the fact that the British presence in Aden alone constituted an occupation 

of “their country,” in addition to the fact that Great Britain did indeed make attempts—both successful and 

unsuccessful—to occupy Northern Yemen and the Adeni hinterlands, he makes an excellent point. 
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migratory absence in the migrants’ sending and receiving communities.
7
  In Graves of 

Tarim, Ho focused on Yemeni migrants and wrote of Hadhrami diasporic networks, 

observing pilgrimage sites and graves as tangible “circuits of movement,” meeting points 

of “mobile persons and mobile texts.”  In societies where migrants are buried in their 

destination communities such monuments are signposts comprising routes of travel or 

commemoration for future generations of migrants, scholars, pilgrims, travelers, or 

family members.  Serjeant pointed to another set of identity markers in the process of 

migratory movement.  He noted traditions of remembrance where Yemeni migrants, 

when returning to their communities of origin, visit the graves of their ancestors first—

before going back to the homes of their relatives.
8
   

The migratory movements discussed in this thesis differ from those Ho described.  

Here, the migrants moved between communities that were relatively close and many 

Yemeni migrants reached Aden after several days journey on foot.  Most of the Hadhrami 

migrations that Ho discussed occurred over the vast spaces of Indian Ocean shipping 

routes.  The movements  of Yemeni migrants cannot be tracked in the same ways as those 

of the Hadhrami migrants who are buried in locations that span from Batavia to Zanzibar 

and beyond.  However, Ho’s general framework—his illumination of “the presence of 

absence,” is an instructive model for addressing the political and academic discourse 

developed by the Yemeni migrants to Aden—in addition to the fact that the migrants to 

the intermediate locations within Yemen facilitated those more distant journeys).     

                                                      
7
 Engseng Ho, The Graves of Tarim: Genealogy and Mobility Across the Indian Ocean (Berkeley: 

University of California Press, 2006), 7.   
8
 R. B. Serjeant, “The Hadrami Network” in Society and Trade in South Arabia, ed. G. Rex Smith (1988; 

repr. 1996, Variorum).  
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In the present case, the negative spaces left by the migrants are most notably 

represented in their economic earnings, remittance channels, and consumption practices 

transmitted back to their communities and with which previously muted constituencies in 

the Imamic state found a voice.  It was because of the economic base that the migrants 

built through their absences, over the course of more than a century, that previously 

segregated social interests were linked to calls for reform of the Imamate.  Although the 

vehicle of effective reform was a military movement, not a civil organization, the road on 

which it travelled was paved with the sweat of the masses of Yemeni migrants, 

dissidents, and students who had worked to achieve mobility for themselves and their 

communities.    

The rubric for discussing these migrations considers broader political 

circumstances as well as individual social issues.  It takes into account aspects of the 

traditional migratory studies framework—such as reasons the migrants had for leaving 

their communities and factors that drew them to their destinations.  In addition to that 

conventional framework, more holistic and complex approaches, such as those of Janet 

Abu-Lughod and John Chalcraft are incorporated here.  Abu-Lughod criticized the 

typical slant of the field where, “migratory movements have been viewed as physical 

events shaped by environmental forces… [and] it was assumed that that human 

migrations could be predicted by mechanistic models.”
9 

 She refuted the utility and 

accuracy of the orthodox, automated bent and disputed that human migration is a 

predictable phenomenon.   

                                                      
9
 Janet Abu-Lughod, “Recent Migrations in the Arab World,” in Human Migrations, Patterns and Policies, 

eds. William Hardy McNeill and Ruth Williams (Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1978). 
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Instead Abu-Lughod noted contemporary Middle Eastern migrations, “could 

never have been accounted for or predicted, either in nature or degree, by the usual 

causes with which social scientists… traditionally work,” and her methodology centers 

on “migration circumstances” (177).  Hence, the focus is on situational and historical 

issues: the British occupation of Aden that resulted in mass movements of Yemenis, the 

encounters of differing modes of economic production between Aden and the Yemeni 

hinterlands at the hands of the Yemeni migrants, and the social organizations at origin at 

destination locations. 

In his book discussing modern migrations and returns of Syrian laborers to 

Lebanon, John Chalcraft critiqued the frequent lack in contemporary migratory studies 

that ignores “the problem of how purposeful subjects are instrumentalized in the 

construction of political economy and of objectifying and radically unequal structures of 

accumulation.”
10 

 The “purposeful subjects” are the Syrian migrants.  Those Syrian 

migrants that Chalcraft wrote of were similar to the Yemenis discusssed here—they were 

single, largely male, and engaged in mostly circular migrations as unskilled laborers.  Yet 

unlike the Syrian laborers in Lebanon, Yemen was never under French Mandate and the 

details of the hegemonic and institutional structures vary widely between the two 

locations.  However, a main point of Chalcraft’s will be applied here—and that is to 

elucidate how voluntary migrants were bound, unwittingly to various “ensnaring,” 

institutions of hegemonic power, through which, as Chalcraft wrote, “the ‘very lifeblood’ 

of workers is coined into dollars and cents” (13). 

                                                      
10

 John Chalcraft, The Invisible Cage (Stanford University Press, 2009), 8. 
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In this case, voluntary Yemeni workers were ensnared without their consent in the 

British hegemonic system, their blood indeed reduced to various currencies either in East 

African shillings, Indian rupees, or Maria Theresa thalers.  Yet it was because of their 

own resilience—as well as the charismatic, historical framework of Imamic Yemen that 

they moved betwixt—that the migrants freed themselves from ensnarement in the 

cyclical workings of Chalcraft’s Weberian invisible iron cage—at the mercy of the 

British imperial mechanism.  The Yemeni migrants, through the economies that they 

developed, imported, and revised—framed the successful contestation of the hegemony 

that had reigned in their communities for centuries.     

Middle Eastern Migratory Movements 

The study of large-scale Middle Eastern migrations is periodicized in two eras—

those of the second half of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries are differentiated 

from the ones since the 1950s.  The migrations were either inter-regional—from rural 

communities to other agricultural areas with available work opportunities, such as the 

seasonal movements of farm workers which occurred in Upper Egypt during the late 

nineteenth century; or, were movements across national boundaries, such as those 

originating from Mount Lebanon in the mid-nineteenth century to locations as diverse as 

South and Central America (Khater 2001). 

Many of those migrations involved temporary movements where migrants left 

typically rural villages in search of employment with the intention of eventually returning 

to their communities of origin.  Furthermore, “each wave of [Arab] migration has its own 
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history.”
11  

The largest pre-1950s era Arab movements are categorized in three groups.  

One is the movement of peasantry from the Ottoman and Persian Empires to Russia in 

search of labor (Chatty 2010, Owen 1985).  Another consisted of migrants from “Greater 

Syria” moving to North and South America, West Africa, Australia, and Europe, because 

of religious persecution, political unrest, and poverty between the 1860s and the 

beginning of World War I (Halliday 2010, Khater 2001, Owen 1985).  The third was the 

large-scale movement of around 10,000 Algerians to France during the first two decades 

of the twentieth century as part of the French colonial project. 

More recent Middle Eastern migratory movements include: labor movements of 

the 1950s and 1960s—from poor to rich nations, and primarily from rural to urban—such 

as movements from Turkey to Germany and North Africa to France.  Included in this 

category are the substantial movements of educated Egyptian professionals to other 

locations with the Arabic-speaking world and Europe (Choucri 1977, Halliday 2010).  

Towards the end of the 1960s, inter-regional movements for employment within the 

Arabic-speaking world rose exponentially in conjunction with the oil boom (Birks and 

Sinclair 1980, Hill 1981, Longhva 1997, Serageldin and Socknat 1980).  During the 

1970s and early 1980s, Egypt was the largest labor exporter, followed by North Yemen, 

and then Jordan.  Another significant component of Arab migratory movements includes 

the large-scale, forced movement of Palestinians from the Holy Land, from the mid-

1940s. 

                                                      
11

 Roger Owen, “The Movement of Labor in and Out of the Middle East Over the Last Two Centuries: 

Peasants, Patterns, and Policies,” in The Modern Economic and Social History of the Middle East and its 

World Context , ed. George Sabagh (Cambridge University Press, 1989), 32. 
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Movements to the oil-producing Gulf countries occurred because of substantial 

and rapid inflows of profits into those economies.  Most of the oil-producers lacked a 

viable labor supply and aimed to put their new wealth toward funding large-scale 

infrastructural projects which were accompanyied by expansions in the service industry 

and required workers.  To the labor-sending nations, economic remittances earned by 

migratory populations working abroad were beneficial to the balance of trade.  Many of 

those nations encouraged the laborers to leave—removing barriers that restricted the 

movement of workers and as Owen observed, “within a few years the migration of labor 

had become a flood which affected almost every corner of every Middle Eastern 

economy, profoundly changing employment practices, wage rates, and consumption 

patterns in a way that governments were both unwilling and unable to control” (37).  

During the 1980s, most of the Arab labor supply that had previously satisfied the 

demands of the oil-rich nations was replaced with Asian migrant labor—the oil-producers 

cited economic and security concerns for the shift. 

Yemeni Migrants and Their Movements 

Passages between Northern Yemen and Aden resemble both inter-regional and 

international movement.  The distances between the sending communities of Northern 

Yemen and the destination location of Aden were relatively minor, but the movement 

occurred across shifting national boundaries between the British-governed Aden Colony, 

the territories of the hinterlands—variously under sultanic governance and British 

protection, and Imamic Northern Yemen—communities subject to vastly differing 

economic and political incentive structures. 
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Discussion of Yemeni migratory movements from Northern Yemen to Aden 

during the British occupation is not included in most contemporary academic discourse 

on labor migration which often addresses the oil migrations but either minimizes or 

excludes the Yemeni role, instead focusing on the Egyptian and Palestinian and Jordanian 

components of the migrations.
12  

Yemeni migratory movements are discussed separately 

(or more frequently not all) as generally having occurred for centuries.  In recent years, 

the discussion has usually centered on the experiences of one or several small rural 

communities with significant return migrations from oil-producing nations (Swanson 

1979, Stevenson 1988, Wenner 1988).  When they are addressed, scholars discuss the 

Yemeni migratory movements in three groups.  The first is the well-known and centuries-

old migratory movements of Hadhrami migrants (Boxberger 2002, Ho 2006, Manger 

2010).  Those studies of Hadhrami migrations cropped up in the 1990s in conjunction 

with the newly-minted field of diaspora studies and were then revisited in the two-

thousands (Abaza 1988, Boxberger 2002, Freitag and Clarence-Smith 1997, Ho 2004, 

2006, 2007, Mobini-Kesheh 1999, Safran 1991).   

The second and third migratory movements occurred in the modern era.  Most 

recent are the movement of labor to meet the demands for infrastructural building from 

the wealth produced in the oil boom (Colton 1997, Fergany 1982, Swanson 1979).  The 

main topic of this paper is another movement—from rural areas and villages of Yemen to 

Aden for employment beginning in 1839.  Additional academic work is devoted to 

                                                      
12 

See Fred Halliday, Britain's First Muslims: Portrait of an Arab Community (London: I. B. Tauris, 2010), 

an exception, he divides modern Arab labor migration into four categories with migrants from Yemen 

being one component.  
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corollary movements of Yemenis who migrated from Aden to England during the British 

occupation of Southern Yemen and the proliferation of the steamship industry (Halliday 

1982, 2010, Searle 2010). 

There is a lacuna of current, integrative, critical academic work on historical 

migratory movements originating from the Arabian Peninsula.  This thesis addresses the 

gap in scholarship with an in-depth discussion of the migrations of Yemenis to Aden.  

Employing the approaches of scholars such as Engseng Ho, Janet Abu-Lughod, and John 

Chalcraft, in their writings on contemporary Middle Eastern migrations, a discussion 

ensues on methods for representing migratory absences—such as economic remittances, 

changes in social orders, and the migrants’ agency in discourse between sending and 

receiving communities.  Key in the analysis are circumstantial, historical factors that led 

to and influenced the migrations, as well as the ways in which the migrants engaged, 

became ensnared in, or freed themselves of various hegemonic forms of governance. 

Goals of the Thesis 

The purpose of this thesis is to narrate a longue durée history of the migratory 

movements from Yemen to Aden during the British occupation beginning in 1839 and to 

locate the roles of the migrants in the context of significant economic and political 

changes in the Arabian Peninsula.  Migratory networks changed social structures and 

economies at origin and destination communities and linked disparate state organizations 

and modes of production.  One critical task is to “extricate history from the framework of 

the history of nationalism… to historicize the nation and national identity itself,” and 
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offer a different perspective.
13

  The performative spaces of national identity in Yemen 

and the Arabian Peninsula today originate in the constructed fields of meaning and 

symbols used in pre-national Yemen and in the cultural artifacts of the migrants’ 

histories, networks, economic achievements, and eventual regime change.   

This thesis addresses the migrants’ roles in Yemen’s transition from numerous 

semi-feudal fiefdoms variously under the control of the Zaydi Imam, tribal sultans, 

Ottoman governors, and British occupiers, and at the mercy of various foreign interests—

to a Yemeni state with one centralized government.  The first chapter contextualizes the 

Yemeni migratory movements within Arabian Peninsular geographies and histories.  It 

introduces the religious landscape of Yemen during the time period.  It also discusses the 

Zaydi Imamate and British imperial projects in Southern Yemen.  Finally, it expounds 

upon the Yemeni migrants’ presences, absences, and the economic transformations and 

changes to the social order that they effected both in their communities of origin and 

Aden.  

The second chapter goes into detail, describing the migrations to Aden during the 

nineteenth century and the development of demographic categories in Aden under the 

British occupation.  It focuses on shifts in social and economic orders that the Yemeni 

migrants affected through financial mobility via labor and remittance earnings.  The third 

chapter addresses the increasing tension in the Imamate and the development of political 

opposition during the early to mid-twentieth century and discusses Imam Yaḥya’s 

responses to tenuous politics, changing economic conditions, and the demands of 

                                                      
13

 Prasenjit Duara, “Historicizing National Identity, or Who Imagines What and When,” in Becoming 

National: A Reader, ed. Geoff Eley and Ronald Grigor Suny (Oxford University Press, 1996), 151. 
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reformers, political competitors, and subject populations at the migrants’ communities of 

origin.  The conclusion points to a rapport between historical migratory networks from 

Yemen to Aden, and the more recent ones connecting Yemen to Gulf-oil producing 

states. 

This paper discusses the movement of migrants from Northern Yemen to Aden, 

during the pre-national period in Yemen—from around the time of the British occupation 

of Aden in 1839 until the 1962 thawra that signalled the establishment of the Yemen 

Arab Republic.  The focus shifts away from the fitting the migratory movements into 

automated paradigms of predictability to examining the circumstantial landscapes within 

which the migrations occurred.  The discourse centers on political, historical, and social 

terrains as well as institutional structures the migratory movements produced, 

transformed, and functioned within—from semi-feudal Imamic taxing practices, to 

British-imposed demographic categories, to the cooperative associations and social 

networks that the migrants created.  Transformations of Yemeni migrants’ origin and 

destination communities are visible in the changing economies brought about by 

migrants’ activities—the movements of savings and commodities between locations, the 

changing networks that connected various interests and social orders, and the political 

and economic discourses in which the migrants engaged. 

To date there is no comprehensive English-language academic work that 

addresses Arabian Peninsular migrations.  In the field of migration studies, in general, 
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there is a lack of information on migrations from least-developed nations.
14

  This thesis 

presents an opening to address this gap—both as it exists specifically in relation to 

contemporary Yemen and the Arabian Peninsula, and as can be applied to scholarship on 

movements from areas of lower economic development to regions of greater opportunity 

and industrial growth.  Addressing historical Arabian Peninsular migrations that occurred 

largely in response to the British partition of South Arabia not only generates space for 

the voices of the remarkable migrants and their experiences to emerge but also presents 

the possibility of affiliation with the predicaments of other migratory societies.

                                                      
14

 In the field of migration studies, there is “a major and persistent knowledge gap in internal migration 

studies in developing countries [in] the lack of… the social consequences of migration for both sending and 

receiving societies.” Michael P. Todaro, “Internal Migration in Developing Countries: A Survey,” in 

Population and Economic Change in Developing Countries, ed. Richard A. Easterlin (University of 

Chicago Press, 1987), 386. 
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Chapter 1: Yemeni Contemporary Geographies and Histories 

Nineteenth and early twentieth century labor migrations from Yemen to Aden 

created the foundation for later opposition on the part of reformers, military officers, and 

political dissidents during the 1940s and 1950s and in the lead-up to the 1962 

establishment of the Yemen Arab Republic.  Migratory networks and movements are 

commonly employed in opposition to the state (Keck 2000).  In Yemen, migrants and 

their networks historically worked both in opposition to, as well as in collaboration with 

various state frameworks (Douglas 1987, Carapico 1984, Halliday 1992, Lawless 1994).   

Hundreds of thousands of migrants moved between Northern Yemen, the Adeni 

hinterlands, and Aden during the British occupation, from 1839 until 1967 (Gavin 1975, 

Kaur 1981, Lawless 1994, 1995).  The earliest migrants bolstered both the Zaydi 

Imamate and the British colonial enterprise—connecting the two economies while subtly 

strengthening the infrastructures of their communities of origin, transforming the 

dominant modes of production at both locations, and also tying their villages to British-

occupied Aden through commercial links.  The majority Shāfiʿi migrants contributed to 

the Zaydi Imamate through the economic remittances transmitted back home enabling 

their families to pay the taxes that the Imam demanded while at the same time challenge 

the prevalent wealth-based social order and build their communities.  Migrant labor was 

critical to the British colonial project—it literally built and maintained Aden’s port and 

physical infrastructure (Kaur 1981, Gavin 1975, Ewald 2000).  

Most of the migrants who arrived in Aden as unskilled laborers throughout the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries originated from the Shāfiʿi farming communities of 
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the Southern Uplands of Northern Yemen.  Douglas presumed that the Yemeni migrants 

were mostly from al-Ḥujariyyah district of Northern Yemen.
15

  However, Lawless 

contested that view: 

it is commonly held that Arab seamen came principally from the Hujariya district 

of Yemen which lies south of the provincial capital, Taiz, on the border of the 

West Aden Protectorate and therefore in close proximity to the British-held port.  

Evidence from documentary sources, however, does not support this view and 

indicates that Arab seamen came from many parts of the southern highlands of the 

Yemen and in some cases beyond.
16

 

 

The migrants from Yemen were employed as workers—stevedores and porters, as well 

as—beginning in the 1850s, seamen on coal-fueled steamships—coal-shovelers, 

trimmers, and firemen (Lawless 1994, Searight 1991, Ewald 2000).  Generations of 

migrants engaged in the critical service activities necessary for the upkeep and function 

of the port.  British employed Yemenis in various public works and construction projects 

as well as granting monopoly licensure to certain merchants for the sale of controlled 

substances such as qat and alcohol.
17 

 In addition to the Yemeni migrants, the British 

presence in Aden and its build-up of the port city as a naval military base and commercial 

entrepot, led to demand in labor that was met by migrants from other locations as well.  

The demographics of the growing cosmopolitan city varied from that of Aden before the 
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 J. Leigh Douglas, The Free Yemeni Movement: 1935 – 1962, ed. Giovanni Chiamenti (American 

University Beirut, 1987), 40. 
16

 Dick Lawless, “The Role of Seamen’s Agents in the Migration for Employment of Arab Seafarers in the 

Early Twentieth Century,” Immigrants and Minorities 13 (1994): 37.  Lawless reported in the same paper 

that migrants from different tribes and areas specialized in certain occupations, but did not specify who 

engaged in what. 
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 R. J. Gavin, Aden Under British Rule: 1839 – 1967 (C. Hurst and Company, 1975), 58.  
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British occupation—and included significant numbers of Indians, Somalis, and 

Europeans.
18

 

Typically, migration networks from Northern Yemen to Aden were built through 

family and social networks of kinship and tribe, based on geography.  The British 

colonial government established contracts for goods and services with tribes from the 

hinterlands and those relationships solidified over time, through connections between the 

government and specific tribes with whom they did business.
19

  Families living in 

agricultural communities sent a son to Aden, who would work for time periods ranging 

from a few months to several years as an unskilled laborer.  Upon his return, other 

members of the family might depart to Aden, using the connections he had established 

during his time there to find living arrangements and work.  Some individuals might save 

money and establish shops or other commercial ventures in the port city that could serve 

as a base for other family members.  During the time in which those migrations occurred, 

the migrants remitted not only money back to their communities but also began to import 

food and consumer items arriving in Aden from elsewhere.  While bolstering the 

economies of the agricultural communities, those practices led to the deterioration of 

agricultural resources and subsistence farming in Northern Yemen even in the 1800s. 

The Yemeni migrants achieved economic advances through their work in Aden 

that they remitted back to their families and villages and which paved the way for the 
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 When Haines arrived in Aden in 1839, the population was described as made up “chiefly of Arabs, Jews, 

Banyans, and `Abyssinians’—a ragged and dirty collection apart from the Banyan traders,” Gerald S. 

Graham, Great Britain in the Indian Ocean (Oxford, 1967), 284.  For more information on Aden’s 

demographics, see A. S. Bujra, “Urban Elites and Colonialism: the Nationalist Elites of Aden and South 

Arabia,” Middle Eastern Studies 6 (1970). 
19

 Gavin, Aden Under British Rule, 58 – 59. 
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eventual establishment of ties between Shafiʿis of the Southern Lowlands and the Imam’s 

competitors within the Zaydi elite.  For example, during the 1930s and 1940s links 

between the al-Wazir family, who vied with the Ḥamid al-Dins for the control of the 

Imamate, political reformers in Aden, and migrant communities were a critical 

organizational component of the 1948 coup.  Zabarah claimed that the Shāfiʿi reformers 

systematically manipulated both the Hamid al-Din family, as well as their competitors 

among the Zaydi elite, including the al-Wazirs for the gain of the reform movement—

with the aim of creating discord within the ruling house and setting the stage for 

deterioration of the Imamate.
20

       

The migrants were pivotal in facilitating the successful opposition to the Zaydi 

Imamate and to the British colonial government of the Aden Colony and they played a 

foundational role in the lead-up to the creation of the modern Yemen Arab Republic.  The 

migrants, with their physical presence, through the resource of their labor, and in their 

connections between Aden and Yemen established an alternative system for addressing 

the British colonial presence in Southern Yemen.  The relational framework that 

developed between the migrants and the British Indian colonial government and its 

associated corporate and commercial agents—both resembled and differed from the 

patronage relations between the Zaydi Imamate and its subject populations—many of 
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 Zabarah wrote that both during the initial formation of political dissent to the Imamate during the 1930s, 

and later—during the 1950s in the lead-up to the failed coup of 1955, the goals of Shāfiʿi reformers were 

conspiratorial and aimed at “...fragment[ing] the Imam’s unified government.  By systematically playing on 

the prejudices of the ministers of the government and the imam’s sons the society was able to incite friction 

between them.”  Moḥammed Aḥmad Zabarah, Yemen: Traditionalism versus Modernity (Praeger, 1982) 

25.  Zabarah also noted that the reformer signed on ʿAbdullah al-Wazir to collude with them.   
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which comprised the communities the migrants originated from and to which they 

returned.     

Migratory networks were an invisible and critical element of the Yemeni social 

order that led to the paradigmatic shift of the 1962 revolution thawra and establishment 

of the Yemen Arab Republic.  John Chalcraft has contended that 

neither migration process nor popular mobilization played much of a role in the 

[1962] republican coup d`etat… the eighty officers… had been trained by 

Egyptian advisors.  They certainly had the backing of a number of North Yemeni 

exiles… But these officers had no links to any popular organizations or 

movements in this isolated imamate of North Yemen—where secular schools, the 

press, clubs, underground political parties, unions, and labor movements were 

largely absent.
21   

 

Chalcraft is completely correct in his contention about the extremely repressed nature of 

Imamic rule where secular schools, for example, were absent.  Yet, in Imamic Yemen 

where state-imposed restrictions on freedom of organization were so significant—

underground movements of the 1940s and 1950s, especially those that funneled activities 

to Aden and beyond, were pivotal.  

The officers in the 1962 coup were successful precisely because of both overt and 

subtle forms of political organizing to which many of the migrants had lent support.  The 

foundation for that monumental activity was constructed throughout the previous century 

of migratory movements.  At first through the creation of economic and commercial links 

built by migrants between Aden and Yemen, later in connections forged between the 

migrants in Aden and Yemeni reformers who used their polity as a basis of support for 

opposition to the Imam which gathered steam in the late 1930s and early 1940s and 
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 John Chalcraft, “Migration and Popular Protest in the Arabian Peninsula and the Gulf in the 1950s and 

1960s,” International Labor and Working Class History 79 (2011): 32. 
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culminated in the aborted coup and assassination of Imam Yahya in 1948, throughout the 

1950s when Yemeni migrants were organized politically in trade unions controlled by the 

indigenous Adenese, and finally—in the 1962 thawra and the first formative years of the 

Yemen Arab Republic, to which Yemenis of various geographic origins pledged their 

support.
22

  The successful overthrow of the Imamate required the backing of popular 

approval that had developed through the inroads created by the migrants, their networks, 

and economic channels during the course of more than a century. 

The rupture of the 1962 thawra correlates with shifts in the division of labor and 

accumulation of capital, facilitated by migratory networks, movements, and channels of 

exchange between Northern Yemen and Aden.
23

  Migrant networks “are sets of 

interpersonal ties that link together migrants, former migrants, and non-migrants in origin 

and destination areas through bonds of kinship, friendship, and shared community 

origin.”
24

  The early generations of migrants of the nineteenth century were the critical 

“pioneer” generation.  Those first waves of laborers through their presence built the 
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 Johnsen, “The Siege of Ṣanʿaʾ,” 56.  Several years after the thawra, in 1967 when the British “withdrew 

from Aden only one day after the siege [Sanʿaʾ] began… almost immediately, volunteers from the South 
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D. C. Watt, “Labor Relations and Trades Unionism in Aden, 1952- 1960,” Middle East Journal 16 (1962) 

443 – 456.  
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 Pierre Bourdieu, “The Forms of Capital,” in Handbook of Theory and Research for the Sociology of 

Education, ed. John G. Richardson (Greenwood Press, 1986), 242.  According to Bourdieu: “the structure 

of the distribution of the different types and subtypes of capital at a given moment in time represents the 
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 Douglas S. Massey, “The Social and Economic Origins of Immigration,” Annals of the American 

Academy of Political and Social Science, 510 (1990): 60, 69.  Massey detailed: “Networks build into the 
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mechanisms that enabled the movement of later migrants from the same communities to 

travel to Aden and points beyond, and return to their communities of origin with tangible 

earnings, material goods, and practices—which in turn led to the reframing of the 

Imamate’s relationship with its Shāfiʿi patron populations.  Those networks are critical 

elements in the community’s social fabric—over time paving the way for successive 

generations of migrations and establishing a context for political organizing. 

The dynamics of the migratory linkages and channels, amidst the frame of British 

governance in Aden and Imamic rule in Northern Yemen, were significant in Yemen’s 

transition from feudal Zaydi Imamate to nominal republic.  Migrants were key drivers of 

those shifts in Yemen, as is exemplified in their economic, social, and political networks.  

The migrants straddled changing strategic and geographic boundaries between Northern 

Yemen and Aden—and were arbiters of changing political and economic dialogues. 
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Figure 1—Map of Yemen: Tribal Territories and Pre-Unification Boundaries
25

                                                      

25 Sources for map of Yemen include: Sheila Carapico, Civil Society in Yemen: The Political Economy of Activism in Modern Arabia (Cambridge 

University Press, 1998), J. Leigh Douglas, The Free Yemeni Movement: 1935 – 1962, ed. Giovanni Chiamenti (American University Beirut, 1987), 

Captain F. M. Hunter, An Account of the British Settlement of Aden in Arabia (Frank Cass & Co. 1877, reprinted 1968), Charles Johnston, The View 

from Steamer Point (Praeger 1964), Sir Kennedy Trevaskis, Shades of Amber: A South Arabian Episode (Hutchinson and Co. Ltd., 1968). 
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Figure 2—Map of Aden
26

 

                                                      

26 Sources for map of Aden include: Captain F. M. Hunter, An Account of the British Settlement of Aden in Arabia (Frank Cass & Co. 1877, reprinted 

1968), Charles Johnston, The View from Steamer Point (Praeger 1964), Z. H. Kour, The History of Aden 1839 – 72 (Frank Cass and Company Limited, 

1981), Tom Little, South Arabia: Arena of Conflict (Praeger, 1968), Sir Kennedy Trevaskis, Shades of Amber: A South Arabian Episode (Hutchinson 

and Co. Ltd., 1968), Gordon Waterfield, Sultans of Aden (John Murray, 1968). 
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Geography
27

 

  At present, the Yemen Arab Republic consists of four political regions: Northern 

Yemen, Aden, the Adeni hinterlands, and Hadhramawt.  Overlapping its political regions 

are five geological regions: the Red Sea “coastal plain,” (Tihāmah), the Northern and 

Central Highlands, the Mashriq, the Indian Ocean Plain, and Hadhramawt.
28

  Historical 

political divisions are tied to Yemen’s physical geography—political sovereignty, 

migratory pathways, agricultural production, and hierarchies of economic exchange were 

linked with physical features and geographic barriers.  Yemen is famous for being 

impenetrable precisely because of the expansiveness of its fortified, mountainous terrain.  

Before the 1970s, Yemen was a subsistence agricultural economy and more than eighty 

percent of the Yemeni population remained rural into the 1980s.
29

 

During the time of the migratory movements addressed here, the regions of 

Yemen were not united under one form of governance.  Northern Yemen was a separate 

state ruled by the Zaydi Imamate until 1962.  Its territorial boundaries were largely in 

flux—the Ṣanʿaʾ, Taʿizz, Hudaydah triangle was the only area where the Imam had 

continuously reigned sovereign (Burrowes, 1987).  Before Yemen’s 1990 unification, 

Aden, its hinterlands, and Hadhramawt were classified as “Southern Yemen,” governed 

as the People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen, after the British departure in late 1967. 
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Tutwiler, “Agricultural Labor and Technological Change in the Yemen Arab Republic, in Labor and 
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in the Middle East: An Analysis of Inter-Arab Cooperation, (The Edwin Mellen Press, Ltd., 2007), 95.  
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Northern Yemen spans the Red Sea Coast in the west from Bāb al-Mandāb in the 

south to Saudi Arabia in the north—and in the center encompasses the Southern 

Lowlands of Ḥujarriyah.  Tihāma, the Northern and Central Highlands, and part of the 

Mashriq are located in Northern Yemen.  Tihāmah, the western coastal plain, borders 

Saudi Arabia in the North, and was inhabited historically by Shāfiʿi agriculturalists and 

African descended tribes.
30

  Minimal Salafi influence persists in the Western coastal plain 

from nineteenth century Wahhabi incursions.
31  

East of Tihāma, mountains rise almost perpendicularly and delineate the Northern 

and Central Highlands.  The Western Mountains slope down to the east and house most 

of Yemen’s traditional agricultural wealth—sorghum and millet, on terraced hillsides.  

Since the 1970s substantial farmland has been abandoned and subsistence crops replaced 

with qat.  In the southwest, the Southern uplands area (al-Yaman al-aṣfal) continues to be 

inhabited by Shāfiʿi farmers and before 1962 subject to the Zaydi Imam and various 

Ottoman administrators.  

North of the Uplands are the Central Plateau and Highlands.  The capital, Ṣanʿaʾ 

is situated in the middle at an elevation of around 7200 feet.  The highlands are home to 
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 Robert Burrowes, The Yemen Arab Republic, The Politics of Development, 1962 – 1986 (Westview 

Press, 1987), 9.  Burrowes described hierarchical divisions between the Shafi`is of the Tihama, and those of 

the al-Yemen al-ASfal as greater than those between the Zaydis of the Highlands and the Shaf  is of al 
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common conceptions of the Yemeni society.  If the Zaydis of the highlands look down on the Shafais of the 
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 Wahhabis invaded Yemen throughout the early 1800s, raiding Ṣanʿaʾ in 1808, and controlling Hudayda 

several times.  “The Shafii population of the coast—the Tihama region of Yemen—sympathized with the 

Wahhabi teaching because of their enmity towards the Zaidi imams of Sanʿaʾ.  But they were not inclined 

to give up their virtual independence in favor of submission to the Saudis.”  Alexei Vassiliev, The History 

of Saudi Arabia (Saqi Books, 1998), 108. 
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the Zaydi tribes, the most famous confederations of which are the Ḥāshid and Bakil.  In 

the past, the tribesmen are famous for having lived in the rural mountainous villages.  

The urban areas were populated by the Imam-appointed sayyids and qāḍis of the Zaydi 

aristocracy as well as other residents engaged in trade, craftsmanship, and service—

Shafiʿis, Jews, Indian Banyans, and African-descended akhdam.
32

 

The eastern Mashriq is the desertous, sparsely-inhabited southwestern portion of 

the Empty Quarter (Ramlat al-Sabatayn or Rub al-Khali) which was a fertile agricultural 

center around 3000 years ago.  The Mashriq covers parts of three of Yemen’s four 

political regions: Northern Yemen, the Adeni hinterlands, and Hadhramawt.  In the mid-

twentieth century, the British built an oil refinery there, in Thamud, refurbished during 

1980s.   

The port city Aden is famous for many reasons.  Along with being Yemen’s 

economic capital, it is a strategic and commercial entreport, due to its unique geography.  

Foreigners have famously described Aden for its climate—“few ports in the world have 

more fearsome reputation for bad climate than Aden… from May through September 

Aden is as hot and humid as Washington, D.C., at five o`clock of a sultry August 
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 Qāḍis (literal translation—judges), were considered of a high or intermediate social rank—below 

sayyids, usually, but above miskin (craftsmen) and tujjār (merchants or traders).  As to the qāḍis, Serjeant 
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Nieuwenhuijz (Leiden, 1977), 230, 237.  Douglas also included a comprehensive discussion of qāḍis, 

sayyids, and other classes—see, Douglas, The Free Yemeni Movement, 2 – 5.  
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afternoon.”
33

  Fortified by surrounding hills and mountains, Aden was built in the crater 

of an extinct volcano.  The British declared Aden Colony a free port in 1850.  It was 

ruled from Great Britain’s India Office from 1839 until April 1, 1937 when it became a 

Crown Colony and control was transferred to London’s Colonial Office.
34  The Adeni 

hinterlands, the area between Aden, Northern Yemen, and Hadhramawt, was the West 

Aden Protectorate during British rule and is comprised of contiguous tribal areas.  

Hadhramawt, the easternmost region of Aden was the East Aden Protectorate 

during the British occupation.  Hadhramawt borders Oman and the Rub al-Khali (Empty 

Quarter) in the north, where it shares an unmarked border with Saudi Arabia.  In the 

north, flat tableland, gives way to central, irrigated valleys, and coastal plains in the 

South.  Hadhramawt is the origin location of the centuries-old, well-discussed Hadhrami 

migratory and diasporic movements.  

The Imamate 

The Zaydis controlled the state in Northern Yemen, from 897 C.E. (275 hijria) 

until the 1962 thawra.
35 

 The Zaydis trace their pre-Yemeni origins to Iraq via the Hijaz.  

At the end of the ninth century (third century h.) Yahya b. al-Ḥusayn al-Hadi ila l-Ḥaqq 
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 The Government of India Act, 1936, codified the transfer.  Henry Sicherman, Aden and British Strategy 
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(d. 298/911 h.), a relative of the fifth Imam Zayd b. ʿAli, moved to Ṣaʿdah, Yemen with 

his family and followers, at the behest of some warring Ḥamdani tribes living in the 

Northern mountains of Yemen who sought mediation.  The Zaydi Imamate was founded 

and gained legitimacy through mediating disputes, delineating and controlling protected 

enclaves, asserting military authority to rule, and proselytizing mountain tribes.  Al-Hadi 

and his progeny claimed descent of the Prophet Muḥammad through the Prophet’s 

daughter Fāṭima, his cousin ʿAli, and their son Ḥasan (the Prophet’s grandson).  The 

Yemeni mountain tribes that the Zaydis presided over trace their descent, to Qaḥṭān, 

forefather of South Arabia (the Zaydi rulers associate their heritage with ʿAdnān, the 

progenitor of the “Northern” Arabs).
36   

The Imamate governed in a semi-feudal style that developed over the course of 

nearly a millennium. The “heyday of Zaydi territorial expansion,” occurred in the late 

seventeenth century.
37

  In the 1630s, the Qasimi Imam expelled Turkish forces who had 

occupied Yemen since 1538.  In 1644, the Imamate expanded to Aden and the Adeni 
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hinterlands, and in 1670 it increased to Hadhramawt.
38

  Subsequently, Zaydi dominance 

diminished.  In around 1730, the Sultan of Lahej, backed by Yafiʿi tribesmen, wrested 

control of Aden from the Imam, and “by the early years of the eighteenth century 

Hadhramawt had regained… independence.”
39  In the centuries before the British 

occupation of Southern Arabia, the Imam had little or no influence in Aden, the Adeni 

hinterlands, and Hadhramawt.  Instead those areas were controlled by familial or foreign 

dynasties, tribal shaykhs, sultans, and occupying foreign armies.
40

 

The Ḥāmid al-Din family ruled the Imamate since the late nineteenth century, 

when Imam Mansur Hamid al-Din became Imam.  In 1904, Mansur died, and his son, 

Imam Yaḥya took over.  Imam Yayḥa’s rule is typically divided into three periods, the 

first, from around 1903 to 1918, the second, from 1919 until 1934, and the third until his 

assassination (Carapico 1984, Douglas 1985, Petersen 1982).  The Imam fought against 

the Ottomans in the first decade of the twentieth century, signing the Treaty of Daʿan in 

1911, regaining control of Ottoman sanjaks in Northern Yemen.  Northern Yemen gained 

full independence from Ottoman rule following World War I, and the last Turkish forces 

left in the 1920s.
41

 

After the departure of the Turks, Imam Yaḥya consolidated and extended his rule, 

but kept and modified many Ottoman institutions, such as schools and taxing practices.
42 
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Initially, Imam Yaḥya enjoyed widespread support in Yemen, as a result of his success in 

getting the Turks to leave—it was in the following period that the reform and opposition 

developed, notably among those who traveled and migrated.  From the late 1920s 

onwards, effective political opposition began to coalesce.  Members of the Zaydi 

intelligentsia and notable classes working in service for the Imam, including several of 

his own sons, began to study, travel, and make connections abroad, and to strongly 

oppose Imam Yaḥya’s policies and practices. 

The British Occupation 

The 1839 British invasion of Aden partitioned Yemen and changed the power 

dynamics in the non-Imamate-controlled areas and in Northern Yemen.  Both a cause and 

effect of the occupation was the substantial migratory movement it stimulated—in 

particular from Northern Yemen and the Adeni hinterlands.  The British inveigled land 

from sultans in Aden’s vicinity—through contracts of adhesion, territory was surrendered 

unwittingly.  Great Britain then continued to increase the breadth of its rule over South 

Arabia.  Where Great Britain could not exert direct control, it co-opted the shaykhs of the 

Adeni hinterlands with treaties of friendship.  Those agreements were formalized as 

Treaties of Protection, beginning in 1886, and eventually led to the creation of the 

Federation of South Arabia, joined to Aden, under British rule, voted on in 1962 and 

made effective in 1963.
43  
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It was during the 1950s, when Sir Tom Hickinbotham, governor of Aden, 

proposed unifying the tribal territories of the Eastern and Western Protectorate into one 

federation that would include the city of Aden.  Initially the idea was criticized—

according to British Foreign Secretary Harold Macmillan: 

if we want to hold on there… surely better to leave the local Sheikhs and Rulers 

in a state of simple rivalry and separateness, in which they are glad of our 

protection and can, where necessary, be played off one against another, rather 

than to mould them into a single unit which is most likely (and indeed seems 

expressly designed) to create a demand for independence and ‘self-

determination.’
44

 

 

In the wake of the 1956 Suez crisis, the federation idea was rejected.  Later, in the early 

1960s, the Federation likely passed British muster for its value as a probable bolster 

against Egyptian interest in Northern Yemen and radical political movement in Aden. 

Several European powers maintained protracted strategic and commercial 

interests in Yemen during the centuries before the British occupation.
45

  Yemen was on 

the Red Sea route to India—Aden had long been trading depot of spices, incense, and 

shark-fin and Mokha had been an established entrepot for the coffee trade from the 

sixteenth century until well into the nineteenth.  European commercial interests in 

Yemeni coffee were largely abandoned, as plantations in West Africa and South and 

Southeast Asia proved more profitable and more cost-effective.
46
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Fast forward to the Napoleonic invasion of Egypt in 1798 and the renewal of 

British interest in Southern Arabia.  The British occupied Perim and maintained a 

military presence in Aden for a few months at the end of 1799, withdrawing in the early 

months of 1800.  In addition to its strategic use for military posturing against the French 

in Egypt, Aden was a convenient location to combat possible Russian threats to the 

British Indian Empire and to monopolize trade routes to Mecca away from the French in 

Egypt.
47

  For the next forty years, establishing an Adeni presence brewed as a 

possibility.
48

 

The British East India Company closely linked to the British government seized 

and occupied Aden on January 19, 1839—partitioning Yemen.  Aden was Great Britain’s 

first colony in the Arabian Peninsula.  The occupation of Aden responded to Britain’s 

need for a strategic watchtower between the Suez and India and on its sea route to China.  

Aden was a useful military base to monitor and counter foreign threats—the French, the 
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Egyptians, and the Russians and it became part of “a protective shield that Britain had 

erected around India.”
49

 

Aden served a critical tactical concern of the British military as well as a 

commercial function.  Its economic potential—as maritime entrepot (and its position on 

overland caravan routes to Dhofar, Hudaydah, Mokha, and Mecca), with minor natural 

supplies of coal reservoirs and salt mines, was augmented as the port city was 

transformed into a fueling station on the Red Sea shipping circuit, a point in the emergent 

steamship industry that the British East India Company monopolized.  As the sole 

refueling depot on the Red Sea Route to India, ships previously forced to carry all of their 

fuel supply on board could increase their capacities to transport other goods, by stopping 

to refuel in Aden.  In 1869, Aden’s commercial value was magnified with the building of 

the Suez Canal.
50 

 In the early 1950s, British Petroleum built an oil refinery, 

“transforming Aden into one of the greatest oil-bunkering ports in the world.”
51
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A cycle of colonial and corporate dependence began, as Aden was seized, not 

only by the British government, but by a corporation—the British East India Company, 

connected to the British crown.
52  Migrants from communities of subsistence agriculture 

in Northern Yemen, left for labor in British-controlled Aden.  They returned to Northern 

Yemen with British products, interests, consumption patterns, and connections.   

The dependency relationship, between the Yemeni laborers from agricultural 

communities and the commercial players in Aden resembles contemporary practices of 

multi-national corporations.  Labor was exported from Northern Yemen to meet British 

demand, at the expense of the subsistence-based agricultural economies of Northern 

Yemen.  Such a situation was “conditioned not only the international relations… but also 

[the dependent country’s] internal structures: the orientation of production, the forms of 

capital accumulation, the reproduction of the economy, and simultaneously their social 

and political structure.”
53

  The British viewed Aden, its hinterlands, and Northern Yemen, 

only in terms of resources to be exploited, “here was a world highway existing from time 

immemorial…”
54  Exploit the British did—after their 1968 departure, Aden and Yemen 
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in general were transformed, in the minds of the British from “world highway,” to White 

Man’s Burden. 

Many powers viewed the Yemen as site of strategic resources.  In addition to the 

British, the Ottomans occupied Northern Yemen, re-establishing a presence in 1849, and 

fully re-occupying in 1872.
55 

 At the end of the nineteenth century, there were an 

estimated 100,000 Ottoman troops.
56  Ironically, the Ottoman occupation—which 

expanded in 1872, served the British commercial interests—one British source wrote: 

By keeping the roads open the Turks have rendered a vast service to England, by, 

as far as their power went, ensuring safe-conduct to the passage of caravans, 

while unconsciously their greed in levying enormous export and import dues at 

Hodaidah and their ports has driven the greater part of the Yemen trade to Aden—

a free port.  Thus it will be seen how vastly beneficial to England has been the 

conquest of Yemen by the Turks...
57

 

 

Religion 

During the time of the migrations, Yemen was ruled by the Zaydi Shiʿa Imamate.  

The majority of the subject populations, over whom the Zaydis ruled, were Shāfiʿi 

Sunnis.
58   Zaydis inhabited the Northern Highlands and Shāfiʿis were south of Dhamar.  

Minority populations of Ismāʿilis, and Jews significantly declined during the twentieth 
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century.  To this day, the intricacy of the Yemeni religious fabric remains a poorly 

understood and sensitive issue.  The scholar, Robert Burrowes discussed the Imam’s 

educational missions of the 1940s and 1950s, during which time several hundred young 

Yemeni men were sent abroad, via state sponsorship to study in Cairo, Beirut, the United 

States, and other locations.  The first of these delegations is known as the “famous forty.”  

Burrowes commented incisively on the division between Zaydis and Shāfiʿis, stating: 

As late as the 1990s, a close friend and member of the Famous Forty declined to 

organize a seminar around this paper.  He thought the paper made too much of the 

Zaydi-Shafiʿi cleavage, even though it explicitly asserts that most of the first-

generation modernists claimed not to embrace this still-important distinction.  He 

could have lived with a euphenism, it seems, and he and others have suggested 

north-south, tribal-nontribal or upper Yemen-lower Yemen as alternatives to 

Zaydi-Shafiʿi.
59

 

 

Zaydism is a moderate branch of Shiʿism that diverges from other sects (such as 

the Ithna-ʿAshari, dominant in Iran) in its following the succession of Imams from the 

fifth Imam, ʿAli ibn Ṭalib’s grandson, Zayd b. ʿAli al-ʿAbidin (d. 740 C.E./ 118 h.), and 

eponymous founder of the sect.
60

  Zaydism differs from most branches of Shiʿism in that 

taqiyya—or dissimulation—is not a central part of its religious practice.
61

  It shares 

theological similarities with Muʿtazilism—rejecting an anthropomorphic concept of the 

Deity and the view of the Qurʾan as created.  Zaydism pays respect to the first three 

among the rightly-guided Caliphs: Abu Bakr, ʿUmar, and to a lesser extent ʿUthman.  
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Zaydism is a religious belief system as well as a legal school, within which five schools 

of law reside: the Qasimiyyah, the Hadawiyyah, the Muʿayyadah, the Mansuriyyah, and 

the Nasiriyyah.  According to one author, “Zaidiyyah are called so because of their belief 

in the imamate of Zayd b. ʿAli, and not because they follow him in jurisprudence.”
62

 

Other key components of Zaydism include: a lack of limitations on the number of 

Imams, the responsibility of believers to follow the Qur’anic command “al-ʾamr biʾal-

maʿaruf wa al-nahi biʾal munkar,” and the serious obligation of believers to rebel against 

unjust rulers—a major element of the Yemeni reform movement of the 1940s and 

1950s.
63  Candidates to the Imamate were elected from descendants of either Ḥasan or 

Ḥusein possessing fourteen requisite characteristics, and the Imam is the spiritual and 

political ruler of the community (amir al-muʾminin).
64

  The Zaydis are famous for 

fighting for territorial sovereignty in Northern Yemen, against foreign occupiers 

including Ottomans, Ibādis, Ismāʿilis, Rasulids, and Egyptians (Serjeant 1969).
65

       

Sunni Shāfiʿism is the other dominant religious confession in Yemen, since the 

majority in Northern Yemenis live in the Southern Lowlands.  The spread of Shāfiʿism in 
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Yemen is linked to the tenth century (fifth century h.) teacher Al-Qasim b. Muḥammad 

al-Jumahi al-Qurashi.  The eponymous founder of the legal school, al-Shāfiʿi, renowned 

for his legal reasoning abilities, also spent time in Yemen during the ninth century 

(second and third centuries h.).  The Shāfiʿi school, one of the four Sunni madhabs, is 

similar to the Hanbali school, and was institutionalized in Yemen via endowed madrasas 

during the Rasulid era (626 – 858 h./1228 - 1454).
66

  Shāfiʿism is famous for rejecting 

customary law, ʿurf, and for being “stringently dependent on a narrow interpretation of 

the Qurʾan and the Traditions than those of other schools.”
67

  As between Shāfiʿism and 

Zaydism many authors have reported little practical religious difference:  

In Yemen at the present day there seems to be virtually no conflict in law as 

between Shafiʿis and Zaydis, and they worship in the same mosque, with a 

common imam leading the prayer.  It can be fairly stated that geo-political factors 

really divide the two sects, not differences in religious matters, though these exist.  

The Imams have traditionally relied on the warlike Zaydi mountain tribes for their 

programmes of expansion into the Shafiʿi Lower Yemen, employing Zaydi 

tribesmen as soldiers and tax-collectors, and subsidizing them from taxes 

collected, no doubt, inter alia, from Shafiʿi districts.
68

 

 

The Zaydi Imams, like most feudal rulers, prevailed through a not-so-subtle mix 

of might, fear, bribery, and extortion.
69

  Under pressure from reformers, Imam Yahya 

grudgingly began implementing change in Yemen, during the 1940s.  But, in general 

Imam Yaḥya ruled through the oppressive system of his predecessors, via hostage taking, 

public executions, and nepotism.  Many of the Imam’s subjects were Shāfiʿis—he taxed 

the Shāfiʿi farmers of the lowlands with impunity, while appointing mostly Zaydi 
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aristocrats to official positions and his “standing army” consisted mainly of Zaydi 

tribesmen. 

Despite that clear inequity, institutionalized in ruling practices, calls for reform 

came from both Shāfiʿis and Zaydis.  Zaydi notables, whom the Imam appointed, 

opposed him in collaboration with middle-class Shāfiʿis.
70

  Another component of the 

opposition were rural tribesmen and despite also being Zaydi, were lower in the class-

based system, and were excluded from holding political office.  Many such tribesmen 

made conspiratorial deals against the Imam, with various Zaydi aristocrats who vied for 

control of the Imamate.   

In addition to the property seizure of the aristocracy, the 1962 thawra “removed 

the sayyid aristocracy… from its ascriptive position of power and influence… with the 

insistent assertion of Qaḥṭāni Zaydi influence within the governing structure, aristocrats 

were gradually eliminated from politically sensitive positions.”
71

  Division between 

Zaydi and Shāfiʿi was class-based as well as geographic, and it was not simply a religious 

conflict.  Class and religion often overlapped, forming sectarian fault lines in the chiefly 

agrarian society of pre-national Yemen.  The conflict was not solely based on religious 

enmities, or theological doctrinal differences, but was well-rooted in class divisions that 

had developed over the course of the preceding millennium.  This division resembled 

ethnic difference, and manifest in regional variation: 
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the distinction between Zaydi and Shafiʿi was akin to an ‘ethnic difference’ 

marked for instance by regional accents, and the literature depicts those who 

spoke Taʿizzi as farmers and merchants, those who spoke Sanʿaʾni as shaykhs and 

soldiers.  Actually there was no shortage in the 1930s of Shafiʿi shaykhs or of 

Zaydi merchants, and Shafiʿis were probably the majority of army regulars 

through the 1940s, but freelance (barrani) soldiers from the Zaydi north attached 

themselves to officials as enforcers and tax collectors, and these are remembered 

in Lower Yemen still as a ‘Zaydi army.’  Even soldiers were unhappy.
72

    

 

Much of the sectarian differences between Zaydi and Shāfiʿi, was a consequence of the 

feudal and caste-like structure of pre-national Yemen.   

European Relations with the Imamate 

Throughout the nineteenth century, as the British increased economic and 

commercial power in Aden—large numbers of workers from the surrounding areas as 

well as from India were drawn there, and Aden’s population grew remarkably in the latter 

half of the nineteenth century.  Other European powers, too, became increasingly 

interested in the port, because of its geographic proximity to the Italian-occupied coasts 

of East Africa.  The first several decades of the twentieth century are rife with reports 

about Italian and British military posturing on the Yemeni Red Sea Coast ports and 

islands of Farasan, Perim, and Kamran.
73   

No European power, however, was successful in gaining control over Zaydi 

Northern Yemen.  Contributing factors to the historical independence of Northern Yemen 

include: the Zaydi Imam’s qualifications as a warrior, the Imamate’s historical precedent 
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of repelling foreign invaders, the social order in Northern Yemen—where the tribal 

wings of the Imamate backed the Imam’s feudal legitimacy through taxation and military 

control, the mountainous terrain that was difficult for foreign invaders to penetrate, and 

the fact that Northern Yemen did not present the same strategic possibilities and natural 

resources that other locations, such as Aden possessed.  Northern Yemen’s chief 

economic resource—its labor supply—could be coerced to leave, and was mined that 

way.   

Great Britain’s attempts to co-opt Imam Yaḥya at the end of World War I were 

poorly received.  The fact that Great Britain supported many of Yaḥya’s tribal rivals, 

aggravated the Imam’s irritation with the British.
74  Great Britain refused to support 

Imam Yaḥya in the territorial rivalry with ʿAbd al-ʿAziz Ibn Saʿud, and repudiated the 

Imam’s territorial boundaries with Aden Protectorate.  The Imam reacted with occasional 

raids and the British responded to the Imam’s raids of their claimed territory through 

bribery or airstrikes.  In 1921, the British attempted to win Imam Yaḥya’s favor after a 

raid on a British outpost and threats to their ally, the Sultan of Lahej, by gifting the Imam 

with a “a new Ford car.”
75

   Further evidence of British disingenuousness towards 
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Northern Yemen was its increasing permission of Aden’s use by “Yemeni dissidents to 

criticize Yahya’s regime.”
76    

Any illusion of good relations between North Yemen and Great Britain tended to 

be short-lived.
77  The British were constantly trying to expand into Northern Yemen at the 

same time the Imamate sought to increase its breadth of rule—agreements between the 

two powers were constantly misinterpreted by the British.
78 

 Under Imam Yaḥya’s 

successor, Ahmad, British-Yemeni rapport continued to deteriorate, for “Ahmad followed 

an aggressive policy in the Protectorates,” was characterized as “a thorn in the flesh of 

the British Colonial Office.”
79  Italy’s relations with the Imamate and its military 

occupation of the African side of the Red Sea disconcerted British, especially with regard 

to security of Great Britain’s sea route to India.  Yet, in the midst of escalating skirmishes 

between Great Britain and Yemen over the delineation of the Aden Protectorate “the 

Fascist Government of Italy was increasingly anxious to accommodate Britain over the 

Arabian question.”
80 

  

 

                                                                                                                                                              

British and sultanate claims to parts of Southern Yemen, in which Imam Yaḥya laid stake.  And, after 1921, 

Mussolini tried to extend his influence in Yemen, bribing the al-Idrisi family with lavish of a car and 

weapons.  Mussolini’s overtures were refused until around 1927. 
76

Peterson, Yemen, 62. 
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 Lunt, The Barren Rocks, 43.  “The story of the British in Aden has since 1920 been one of almost 
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 Vassiliev, The History of Saudi Arabia, 285. “In February 1934, Sir Bernard Reilly, the British resident 
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British.  Indeed, the Italians after setting up shop in Taʾif, Hodeidah, and Mocha, connected Mokha with 

Ṣanʿaʾ in 1924 and Hodeidah with Ṣanʿaʾ in 1925, both via telegraph, something that surely displeased the 

British. 
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Outline of the Contributing Factors in the Migration 

Factors leading to the migration of Yemeni laborers and merchants to British-

occupied Aden included conditions at the migrants’ origin communities as well as 

opportunities in Aden.  For one thing, both Ottoman and Imamic taxation policies 

contributed to an unfavorable situation in the Shāfiʿi Lowlands associated with increasing 

out-migration.  Environmental conditions such as drought and famine or war-like 

political situations in many areas provided an impetus for the migrations.   

A number of factors pulled Yemenis to work in British occuppied Aden.  The 

seemingly reasonable British-taxing practices in Aden, the duty-free character of the 

port—beginning in 1850, the demand for unskilled labor in the port—and untaxed 

earnings that could be transmitted in hard currency or consumables and the lure of British 

protection from unsavory neighboring tribes were just a few of the attractions.  The 

possibility that a migrants’ descendants might eventually become British subjects with 

commonwealth rights or at least the ability to vote was probably a sharp contrast to the 

entrenched political order of the millenial Imamate. 

Nineteenth century Yemen experience the ayyam al-fasad—environmental 

disasters, Wahhabi plunders, and anarchy—British-controlled Aden, with its predictable 

taxes, rent free housing through the 1850s—and later subsidized living quarters, 

employment opportunities, brewery, and colonial troops, seemed like an attractive 

location.  As commercial and military endeavors in Aden increased: in 1850 with Aden’s 

designation as a free port, in the 1860s with its use as base for the Abyssinian military 

expedition, and in 1869 with the opening of the Suez Canal, demand grew for 
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employment—and especially unskilled labor and migration from the Adeni hinterlands 

and Northern Yemen increased.  Beginning with the Ottoman occupation in 1872 and 

followed by the ascendancy of the Ḥāmid al-Din ruling family, the Imamate increased 

and intensified its taxation, military conscription, and hostage-taking policies, all of 

which have been attributed, by many sources, as a primary reason for the departure of 

Yemeni migrants to Aden during this time period.  

Later, it iwas Imam Yaḥya’s taxation and conscription policy of the agricultural 

inhabitants of the Southern Lowlands, in particular, not on the basis of religion per se, but 

rather because of their relative wealth and peacefulness, coupled with the increasing 

employment and economic opportunities in British-controlled Aden, that is correlated 

specifically with the significant numbers of Yemeni migrants who left at that time.
81

  

Because Imam Yaḥya, as an urban, Zaydi ruler, did not maintain a standing army, his 

method for building military wings was to pay members of tribal factions for protection 

and to terrorize the Shāfiʿis of the Lowlands into economic submission.  The most 

expedient way for Imam Yaḥya to raise the money he needed to pay his ragtag military 

was through taxation of the farms of the uplands and sultanate territories.  In cases of 

non-compliance and non-payment of taxes, the Imam would send his army to raid the 
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labeled Imam Yaḥya’s “conquest of what now constitutes the Yemen, especially the Shafiʿi south…. He 
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opposed to the North.  
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territory committing the offense.
82

  Eventually, Imam Yaḥya prohibited Yemenis from 

emigrating, but the degree to which his decrees were effective is unclear.
83

 

Although the Imam improved his treatment of the soldiers in his army, he 

continued “his practice of reducing refractory subjects to submission by quartering his 

troops on them.”
84

  Thus, tribal members were conscripted into the Imam’s army and sent 

to the agricultural villages to determine how much each farm owed the Imam in taxes and 

then collect it.  During this inventorying the Imam obliged the agricultural villagers to 

house and feed the soldiers without remuneration.  These inventorying periods lasted for 

drawn out and extended periods of time.  In addition to collecting arbitrarily-determined 

amounts of taxes for the Imam, the soldiers also extorted money from the taxpayers for 

their own personal coffers, and the farmers were forced to pay the tax collectors the tax 

as well as for the “costs of assessment and collection.”
85

   

Imam Yaḥya’s despotic practices and restrictive policies were directed most 

oppressively towards the middle class Shāfiʿi farmers of the lowlands.
86

  Those practices 
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coupled with his increasingly contentious foreign relations that strained his ability to 

govern, led to a crescendo in the numbers of migrants and dissidents leaving Northern 

Yemen governed by the Imam to British-ruled Aden, where they were more freely able to 

express their criticism of the Imam.
87

   While shaykhs had been responsible for collecting 

and extorting portions of the zakat during the Ottoman rule, Imam Yaḥya, after around 

1918, continued the same system which was considered illegal by many, but instead of 

relying on the local shaykhs and strongmen to collect the taxes, he implemented a system 

of federal appointment where he posted non-local tax assessors to enforce the system.  

“The idea was to tie tenants, who paid the zakat, directly to the government; the new 

policy was representative of the far more extensive authority the Imamic government had 

in the rural areas.”
88

 

The Zaydi Imamate’s assuming the reins of power from the previous Ottoman 

rulers over Shāfiʿi areas, led the migration of significant communities to Aden.
89

  

                                                                                                                                                              

the Tihamah wadis.”  Where the taxpayers could not pay—Zaydi official took their property—that led to 

the large-scale confiscation of Zaraniq tribal land in the Tihama during Imam Yahya’s rule. 
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traditional system.” 
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Prominent members among the expatriate populations were those who organized 

communities both inside and out of Yemen for the reform of the Imamate.  The Imam’s 

policies and practices of unfair tax collection, in order to hire and pay for a tribal military 

contingent, raised the ire of the farmers.  Not only was Imam’s Yaḥya’s taxation policy 

predatory, but it also contravened the tenets of Islam according to both Zaydi and Shāfiʿi 

standards.  Coupled with the prevalent practice of “forced labor” and harsh natural 

conditions, such as drought, earthquakes and famine, there existed a significant impetus 

to migrate from Northern Yemeni to Aden, especially from Shāfiʿi areas, during the 

British occupation.
90

   

                                                                                                                                                              

commercial freedom offered by the colony, for commerce in Yemen by the mid-1930s was rapidly being 

monopolised by the Imam’s family and by appointed agent who were always Zaydis... the effect of the 

migration to Aden... was dramatic; villagers not only came into contact with a political system offering a 

wide range of freedoms not available in their own country, but htey were also introduced to a secular 

education system, medical facilities and a host of conveniences, ranging from electricty and pumped water 

to paved roads.  Even to an uneducated laborer the contradiction between what was available in a ‘colony’ 

and what was available in his proudly independent homeland must have been apparent.  The general pattern 

was that men moved down with their eldest sons and established themsleves in a house or cheap hostel with 

other men from the same village, while the wives and daughters remained at home looking after the family 

farm, receiving money and a periodic visit from those in Aden.  Some men also took their young sons to 

Aden and installed them in local schools.” 
90

 Peterson, Yemen, 54. 
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Chapter 2: Migrants, Connections, and Channels to Governance 

Yemeni migrants in Aden over the course of more than a century paved the 

way for the later foundation of the Yemen Arab Republic.  Through the migrants’ 

economic activities and networks, in informal clubs, village associations, and 

cooperative organizations, they built a base for the later transition of governance.  That 

work linked previously exclusive social groups to build a platform for contesting the 

Imamate.  The migrants delineated Yemen’s geographic and political boundaries, 

negotiated national identity, and accomplished many of the nationalist objectives that 

the Ḥāmid al-Din Imamate had failed to achieve.
91

  

Threads of Yemeni Migrations 

The threads of migrations and their associated social organizations span eras of 

Yemeni history and a range of geographies (Carapico 1984, Ho 2006, Gavin 1975, 

Douglas 1987).  One strand of movement was the Yemeni workers that emigrated to 

Aden strictly for employment directly following the 1839 British incursion into Aden.
 
 

An associated thread are the diasporic movements, circular migrations, and related 

political activism of Hadhrami migrants which undoubtedly influenced the political 

activities and practices of the migrants from other landscapes within Yemen.  Another 

strand were Yemenis who moved to Aden corresponding to British commercial gains 

realized in association with the implementation of steam-powered shipping advances 

during the mid- to late- nineteenth century and the building of the Suez Canal in 1869.  

A later thread were greater numbers of Yemeni migrants that moved to Aden in 

conjunction with political strife in the Zaydi Imamate after 1890.  In the inter-war 
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period following World War I, numbers of Yemenis continued to move from Yemen 

to Aden. 

It was not until the mid-1930s, with rising opposition to Imam Yahya after the 

surrender of ʿAsir to Saudi Arabia, that groups of Yemeni migrants to Aden began to 

collaborate with politicians and dissidents to articulate coherent calls for reform.  At 

that time, the Yemeni military apparatus was still under the strict control of Imam 

Yaḥya—thus it was the Yemeni migrants in conjunction with the reformers who laid 

out the architecture of the opposition movement—which was later taken into the hands 

of the military who were responsible for the 1962 thawra.  As part of Yaḥya’s realm, 

the military was under tight supervision—and the dissidents, and migrants, those 

returned to Yemen, but especially those in Aden—became the surrogates of the reform 

movement during the 1940s,  which was later to be transferred back into the hands of 

the military.   

Instances of the ways in which the migratory associations worked  both in 

tandem and apart –but always as a critical component in the reshaping of the Yemeni 

polity are found both in examples of individuals who engaged in reform movements 

and educational missions,  or lived in communities where returned migrants from 

Aden had established themselves during the course of the British occupation.  A few 

of those individuals include: ʿAbdullah al-Sallal, Muḥammad Maḥmoud al-Zubayri, 

and Aḥmad Muḥammad Nuʿman.  

ʿAbdullah al-Sallal was the first President of the Yemen Arab Republic, who 

had been a student during the 1930s and 1940s and was sent to Iraq for training by 
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Imam Yaḥya during the mid-1930s.  The Zaydi Al-Sallal is quoted as having described 

his experience in Iraq as follows: 

We talked about Arabism and the future of the Arab struggle.  And I was 

thinking while listening to these discussion about my country.... which was 

ruled by despotism, in ignorance, backwardness, and underdevelopment.  Hope 

began to stir in my chest... Why don’t we spread the call for progress when we 

return to Yemen?
92

 

 

After al-Sallal’s return to Yemen, he was imprisoned by Imam Yaḥya—in 1941 or 

1942, along with many others whom the Imam “suspected of harboring `liberal values, 

which meant, in particular, those who had travelled or had had been educated 

abroad.”
93

  The calls for reform continued to develop in other communities.  And later 

al-Sallal continued in the employ of the Imamic military, in 1959 leading Imam 

Aḥmad’s 2,000-troop strong failed expedition against the Hashid tribal 

confederation.
94

  And, yet al-Sallal also led the later 1962 military coup and went on to 

become the Yemen Arab Republic’s first political leader. 

Aḥmad Muḥammad Nuʿman, the son of a Shāfiʿi farmer from al-Ḥujariyya—

the location of many communities of migrants and returnees from Aden as well as one 

of the first official, established village associations—was a founding member of the 

Yemeni political reform movement.  In Dhubban, Nuʿman had “acquired a reputation 

for being learned.”  He walked for days in order to attend the famous kuttab in Zabid 

and later returned to his hometown to work.  In 1937, Aḥmad Nuʿman, along with 

another Yemeni, Muḥi al-Din al-Ansi, left Yemen for Cairo.  Nuʿman moved to Cairo, 

with the goal of attending university there but was rejected due to his insufficient 
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educational credentials.
95

  Thus, Nuʿman attended al-Azhar—he was not accepted to 

study at King Fuad I University.  At al-Azhar, in the late 1930s, Nuʿman became 

politically connected—to both other Yemeni expatriates in Cairo and to a number of 

Arab and Islamic political activists.  He wrote for the newspapers of the Palestinian 

reformer, ʿAli al-Ṭāhir, and worked as secretary to the famous Druze, Arab 

intellectual, Shakib Arslan.  In Cairo, Nu`man also founded a political movement, in 

1939, called al-Kātiba al-Ula, and was organized around both the development of the 

discourse for reform in Yemen and engagement in the political discourse in Cairo. 

Nuʿman returned to Aden in 1941, and became a pivotal member of the 

Yemeni reform movement.  Nuʿman re-established al-Kātiba al-ʾUla, in Yemen, 

under the name, Shabab al-ʾAmr bil Maʿruf wal Nahi ʿan al-Munkar.  While the group 

was concerned with reform, it was also serving the interests of the Egyptian Muslim 

Brothers who felt that Yemen, in its stereotypical “purity,” was the perfect place to 

launch and Islamic revival, and was using the group to establish cells there.  Imam 

Yaḥya was angered when he found out about the shabab and threw the alleged 

participants into the Hajjah prisons in December 1941.  Nuʿman is famous for being 

the first Shāfiʿi to “speak out against the Imam... his credentials were further enhanced 
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in the eyes of the emigres in Aden because he was of a well-known shaykhly family 

from a district where many of them had their homes.”
96

   

Muḥammad al-Zubayri, the famous Yemeni poet, was also a prominent Zaydi 

official who played an instrumental part in the coalescence of opposition to the 

Imamate.  He was a qāḍi, appointed by Imam Yahya, from Ṣanaʿaʾ.  In the late 1930s, 

along with ʿAbdullah al-Wazir, Zubayri met with Ibn Saʿud in the Saudi  ingdom to 

elicit Sa ud’s support for reform of the Imamate.  In 1940, both Zubayri and al-Wazir 

both moved to Cairo, where they networked with other Yemeni expatriates as well as 

Arab political reformists and thinkers, to pursue the goal of reform in Yemen.  Upon 

his return to Yemen in 1941, he distributed some of the writings that he had come up 

with in Cairo, in the pamphlet, al-barnamij al-awwal min baramij shabab al-ʾamr bi’l 

maʿruf wa l nahi al-munkar, which outlined calls for reform in Yemen, and included 

demands for increased access to education and economic reform, but not for the 

abolition of the Imamate.  Despite the religiosity of the pamphlet, it aroused the ire of 

Imam Yaḥya, who contended that the reform movement contravened Islam.  The 

Imam set up a tribunal, largely consisting of Zaydi notables, to determine the truth of 

that accusation.  Much to the Imam’s dismay, they found that the charges were false.   

The interests, of the Egyptian Muslim Brothers, and their links with specific 

Yemenis, such Nuʿman and al-Zubayri, later became a critical connection—used not 

only by the brothers, but also by Gamal ʿAbd al-Nasser to expand the boundaries of 

Egyptian national project.  Oddly, Nasser also later negotiated with the Imam in the 

founding of the UAR (which Imam Ahmad angrily quit—apparently Nasser and 
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Aḥmad could not bridge Ahmad’s significant conservatism, and his wish to preserve 

the old guard, once his alliance with the shabab had failed). 

During the imprisonment of the al-shabab, reform activities shifted from 

Sanʿaʾ to Taʿizz.  After their release from prison, Imam Yaḥya’s son and designated 

crown prince, Aḥmad drew the reformers into his personal court.  “He invited al-

Zubayri, al-Mawshki, and Aḥmad al-Shami to come and stay with him in Taʿizz.  

They were joined by Aḥmad Nuʿman who had been a friend of al-Zubayri since they 

had studied together in Cairo.”
97

  The reformers were unable to convince the Crown 

Prince Aḥmad of their ideas on reform and in 1944, Aḥmad vowed to kill them.  

Nuʿman and Zubayri fled to Aden in 1944, with the help of another notable Yemeni 

émigré—al-Ḥākimi—a Sufi sheikh living in Great Britain who variously had worked 

both in the service of and in opposition to the Imam.  In Aden, Nuʿman and Zubayri 

re-established al-shabab, under the name hizb al-aḥrar al-yamaniyyin, in 1945.  They 

also published material critical of the Imam and garnered a constituency of support 

from among the migrants there, as well as from a body of Shāfiʿis in the Lowlands, 

where many of the migrants had originated. 

While the great numbers of Yemeni migrants to Aden were not in leadership 

roles in the thawra—or for that matter in its subsequent government, Yemeni migrants 

facilitated the economic progress of their communities of origin and connected those 

in their communities with the upper classes of the Zaydi elite—to contest the 

legitimacy of Imamic practices.  The migrants circulated ideas and goods from 

contemporary economic and political movements outside of Yemen—from British 
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systems of commerce and trade to Egyptian intellectual and theological discourse to 

tangible foreign consumables and currencies. 

Those strands of movements connected individuals and political groups at 

diverse locations through the circulation of capital and the advancement of village 

economies via the migrants’ transferred remittances.  Economic advancement occurred 

via the creation of unofficial associations—and later formal organizations—

established over the course of more than a century by Yemeni migrants.  Informal 

networks—eating houses, boarding establishments, and gathering places—were the 

roots of the later representative infrastructural organizations such as village 

associations, schools, and cooperative organizations.  Those organizations later served 

as a springboard for challenging the Imamate.  In the post-thawra era, the cooperatives 

further developed as a mechanism for the newly-hatched government to reach rural 

communities and the cooperatives also  served the purposes of connecting the 

emerging strands of Yemeni migrants to locations within the oil-producing Arabian 

Gulf, from the 1970s into the present, with their communities of origins (Swanson 

1979, 1985, Carapico 1984, 1998). 

The Yemeni migrants to Aden, during the British occupation, had a distinct 

part in constructing a foundation for civil discourse, narrating a national identity, and 

creating political boundaries through economic exchange.
98  The vast migratory 

movements from Northern Yemen to Aden during the nineteenth and twentieth 

century may be conceptualized—not in graves at diverse locations—but in shifts and 
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changes in economies in and distribution of capital.  The migrants articulated a map of 

tangible and symbolic circuits of movement, manifest in structural and social changes. 

Those movements are depicted and may be understood in various ways—

through population changes in Aden—a result of labor migration from Northern 

Yemen, the remittance patterns and channels from Aden to Yemen, the development 

of the cooperative associations, and the building of ties between classes of previously 

discrete social groups.  Here, the Yemeni migratory channels of a century and a 

quarter of British occupation built a critical infrastructure that supported the successful 

1962 thawra and creation of the Yemen Arab Republic. 

Overview of Sources 

Histories and descriptions of the Yemeni migrants in Aden during the British 

development of the Aden Colony exist in a number of colonial documents—including 

memoirs of officials who served in the Aden Colony and Protectorates and secondary 

source historical chronicles and journal articles.  The information in this thesis was 

gleaned through an extensive literature search on Yemeni migrants and histories of 

British-occupied Southern Yemen and pre-national Northern Yemen.  The most 

comprehensive historical works that take up the subject of Aden during the British 

occupation are R. J. Gavin’s Aden Under British Rule: 1839 – 1967 and Z. H.  our’s 

The History of Aden: 1839 – 1872.  Several other sources that deal with the Yemeni 

migrants to Aden are Richard Lawless’s 1994 articles and his 1995 book, From Taʿizz 

to Tyneside: An Arab Community in the North-East of England during the Early 

Twentieth Century.  In 1987, J. Leigh Douglas addressed Yemeni migratory 

movements in The Free Yemeni Movement: 1935 -1962 and Sheila Carapico wrote on 
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the development of village associations from earlier migratory networks in her 1984 

dissertation, “The Political Economy of Self-Help: Development Cooperatives in the 

Yemen Arab Republic.” 

Gavin’s book, Aden Under British Rule, is based on British archival research 

the author conducted beginning in 1959 in Aden and elsewhere.  Taking twelve years 

to write the history of the British rule in Aden—Gavin’s work was published later, in 

1975.  His book is an extensive and detailed account of Aden, gleaned from British 

colonial documents and United Nations records, informing the reader of British 

aspirations in Southern Arabia prior to its 1839 invasion of Aden and economic 

developments and commercial growth in the context British colonial policies until the 

British departure from Aden in 1967.  His writing faced minor criticism for its rushed 

coverage of the last twenty or so years of British rule in Aden as well as for only 

treating the Arab populations in Aden as subjects—and not granting them full agency 

in their own histories.
99

   

Several years following the publication of Gavin’s book in 1981, Z. H.  our 

wrote an account of the British colonization of Aden that focused on political and 

economic development and also discussing politics within several of the sultanates in 

the Adeni hinterlands.  His book covers a shorter timeframe than Gavin’s—and while 

it has been criticized for its maps, they are a huge improvement over the complete lack 

of maps in Gavin’s book.  Colonial memoirs range from 1840s accounts—including 

the writings of Captain Haines, who led the British invasion of Aden in 1839 and later 
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ruled the Aden Colony on behalf of the British—to the works of British officials and 

travelers who served in Aden or visited during the mid-twentieth century.
100

  Within 

those records, comments on the labor supply used in the building of the British port 

are intertwined with descriptions of the Yemeni migrants. 
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Population Growth in Aden, 1839 - 1955* 

Date Total Population Arabs 

"Adeni 

Arabs" 

Yemeni 

Arabs Somalis Indians  Europeans Others 

January 1839 600 540   ? 60 ? ? 

March 1839 1289 1191   63 35 ? ? 

September 1839 2885    477    

March 1840 4600    2600    

1842 13,112 – 16587 12496   2050 445 136+ 180+ 

1849 19,024 (includes military) 4,845   2877 ? ? ? 

1856 20,000 6036 965  2896 7229 1129? 5344? 

1871 19,000 8241       

1881 around 36,000 (includes military) 13,285   8017    

1891 44,000 20,000+   7341    

1901 43974    5591    

1911 46165    6881    

1921 58,000    3577    

1931 47,000 30,000   4047    

1946 80,000 58,000  25,000+ 4325    

1955 138,441 104,000   10611    

*Sources: Edward Alpers, “The Somali Community at Aden in the Nineteenth Century,” Northeast African Studies 8 (1986), J. Leigh Douglas, The Free Yemeni 

Movement: 1935 – 1962, ed. Giovanni Chiamenti (American University Beirut, 1987), R. J. Gavin, Aden Under British Rule: 1839 – 1967 (C. Hurst and Company, 

1975), Captain F. M. Hunter, An Account of the British Settlement of Aden in Arabia (Frank Cass & Co. 1877, reprinted 1968), Z. H. Kour, The History of Aden 1839 – 72 

(Frank Cass and Company Limited, 1981), Richard I. Lawless, “Recruitment and Regulation: Migration for Employment of `Adenese’ Seamen in the Late 

Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries,” New Arabian Studies 11 (1994), Robert L. Playfair, A History of Arabia Felix or Yemen (Edition Bombay, 1859, reprinted 

1970 St. Leonard’s Ad Orientem Ltd.). 

 

Figure 3—Population Growth in Aden, 1839 - 1955
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Aden, Yemeni Migrant Labor, and the British Caste System
101

 

Over the course of the British occupation, Yemeni migrant laborers created 

links which assumed the form of informal networks at the origin and destination 

locations, began at the level of the individual migrant’s family, and led to social 

organization in the form of village associations.  In addition to assisting the migrants 

with housing and job connections in Aden, the associations engaged in civic functions 

at the migrants’ origin locations, funneling portions of the migrants’ remittance 

earnings to zakat for the implementation of community improvement projects such as 

waterworks and roads.  Sheila Carapico wrote: 

In practice, local development project activity occurred earliest in communities 

affected by migration to Aden and in the port city of Hodeidah.  The early 

history of local development organizations intertwined with the liberal 

movement and the commercialization of the pre-capitalist economy.”
102

 

 

As Yemenis continued to flow into Aden throughout the twentieth century their 

organizations materialized into formal networks of association—often named for the 

migrants’ villages.  During the 1950s, populations of workers in Aden organized 

unions (Watt 1962).  Many of the workers were migrants who maintained connections 

home and most of the union organizers were members of the Adeni population with 

longstanding ties to both British official channels and the indigenous community.  

Development of British demographic categories in Aden and the growth of Aden’s 

population—provides a partial account of the Yemeni migrants’ experiences and the 

conditions they faced and is expatiated here.  
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While the Imam’s feudal system prevailed in Northern Yemen, the British 

controlled Aden and its hinterlands through corporate capitalism.  When the British 

East India Company and the British Indian Navy invaded, Aden was shabby, “a ruined 

village of 600 persons.”
103

  The Sultan of Lahej controlled the territory of the  Abdali 

tribe, where Aden was located.  Captain Haines, the leader of the British naval 

expedition, described: 

Of its present population of 600 persons 250 are Jews, 60 Banians, and the rest 

Arabs: here is a dowlah, or assistant-governor, a collector of customs, and a 

guard of 50 Bedawi soldiers. The exports consist in coffee and jowari in small 

quan-tities; the imports, of cotton cloths, iron, lead, rice, dates, and 

occasionally cattle and sheep from Berberah, Bander Kasima and Zeila.
104

 

 

As the the populations Haines encountered upon arrival grew and with the significant 

and rapid arrival of migrants from Yemen and the Adeni hinterlands—they were 

increasingly assigned positions in the British-dictated economic, legal, and 

occupational caste system.  Categorized by the British into racial and demographic 

groups—Arab peoples were subsequently assigned various occupational, economic, 

and social niches within the British-occupied colony. 

Bujra observed the categories in his 1970 paper—labels were ethnic, racial, 

and religious with economic connotations and included: Adenese, Protectorate Arabs, 

Yemenis, Europeans Asians, and Somalis.  During the first century of the occupation 

the construction of demographic groups—British, other Europeans, Arabs, Indians, 

Jews, Somalis, and Africans, solidified but were not listed on official British censuses 
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until 1946.  The class system was described as consisting of three tiers divided along 

demographic lines:  

(a) the wealthy merchants and highly paid adminstrators; (b) the middle range 

merchants, the professionals, and a large range of clerks; and (c) the petty 

shopkeepers, manual and semi-skilled workers of wide variety.  In general 

almost all the Europeans, a significant proportion of the Asians and Jews and a 

small section of the Adenese Arabs belonged to the first category.  The second 

category was made up of a large section of the Asians, the rest of the Jews and 

a significant number of the Adenese Arabs.  The third category consisted of the 

largest section of the Arabs (from the Protectorate and Yemen) almost all the 

Somalis and a few remaining Asians.
105

   

 

Yemeni residents of Aden were divided into three groups and labeled either 

Adeni Arab, Protectorate Arab, or Yemeni.  Adenese were indigenous residents who 

were the descendants of the “original” merchants that had inhabited Aden upon the 

1839 British arrival.  Within this group were those of Yemeni, Iranian, Indian, and 

Egyptian origins.  The Adenese were the most closely linked to the British colonial 

government.  Adenese were clearly distinguished from Protectorate Arabs who 

typically migrated to Aden for short terms as unskilled and semi-skilled laborers—a 

small percent of the Protectorate Arabs settled and became merchants.  They 

maintained connections with their communities of origin through the establishment of 

community organizations and transfers of currency and goods back to their villages.  

Both groups were separate from the Yemenis who came from areas of Northern 

Yemen under Imamic rule and constituted the largest group within the population of 

Aden for most of the era of the British occupation.   

Europeans living in Aden were British colonial officials as well as 

businessmen of various nationalities.  The Asian populations came mostly from the 
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Indian sub-continent and were mostly traders, entrepreneurs, and administrators.  

Smaller numbers worked as semi-skilled or unskilled laborers.  Somalis migrants 

hailed from across the Red Sea and understood Arabic.  They were typically employed 

as unskilled workers, domestic servants, and taxi drivers and they lived and worked 

among the Arab populations. 

 Despite an initial labor shortage, British colonial records claim the population 

had risen after about six weeks—in March 1839, to around 1300 residents: “the British 

wanted workers and many wanted work.”
106

  The Arab population was the majority by 

far, at 617 (or 1191 if you count the 574 Jews), out of a total of 1289 persons (along 

with 63 Somalis and 35 Indians).
107

  In the beginning, the numbers of women were 

greater than those of men—migrants brought their families—something in stark 

contrast to the later migrations of almost exclusively young, single, male migrants.   

Migrants built the port city—the development of Aden, a British-controlled 

harbor on the Indian Ocean “involved the employment over years of thousands of 

men, most of them unskilled, but also comprising ‘skin’ and helmeted divers, foremen, 
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carpenters, diverse other skilled workers, and engineering staff.”
108

  While the 

migrants labored, Yemen supplied the British with their material needs and trade with 

the hinterlands—of gum, hides, skins, indigo, coffee, qat, and incenses, is described by 

many sources as having expanded during those early years of the occupation, despite 

the initial British practice of importing meat and livestock from locations on the coast 

of what was then Somaliland.  

Movement for labor continued and “natives of the surrounding districts began 

to flock rapidly to Aden.  In September 1839, the population was recorded as “2,885, 

exclusive of the military, and in March 1840 it had reached 4,600.”
109

  The British 

colony drew laborers, but not merchants, and the British enacted a decree not to collect 

rent until 1842 as an incentive.
110

  Numbers of migrants arrived from from Mokha 

from the spring of 1840 due to tenuous political conditions and the “oppressive rule” 

of Abu ʿArish who had taken over Tihama after Mehmet ʿAli’s troops withdrew from 

Yemen.
111

 

In the early years of the occupation, the British satisfied their labor needs with 

Arab workers from Northern Yemen and the hinterlands who labored in coaling as 

well as on city projects that required manual labor.  Those migrants were often 

temporary laborers, referred to as jebelis from the mountains—the vast majority were 
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young, single males, who worked on contract and were hired through by labor crew 

supervisors or agents—muqaddams and serangs.  The temporary nature of their stay in 

Aden was dictated by the cyclical nature of British demand for employment—where 

ships arrived in spurts associated with monsoon seasons and European commercial 

patterns.  The Arabs who worked in those menial positions, throughout the time of the 

British occupation, were labeled “peons,” and “coolies,” racially-tinged, derogatory 

terms—similar in meaning to indentured servants and slaves, frequently used to refer 

to Chinese and Indian laborers working within various imperial and colonial 

contexts.
112

 

Most lived in temporary dwellings they built themselves or in caves in the 

mountainsides.  In the mid-1840s, “the first structures to go up were the coffee shops 

owned by Arabs and serving as centers for the coolie population coming in from 

southern Yemen to work on contract.”
113

  By November 1842, the Arab population 

had risen to 12,230, out of a total of 16,587.
 
 Other populations included: Somalis, 

2050, Jews, 1070, Afghans, 280, Egyptians 196, Portuguese, 136, Sidis 180 (non-

Somali Africans, usually slaves), Banyans, 196, Borahs, 111 (in Aden, typically Shiʿi 

Ismaʿilis, often of Indian descent), Indian Shopkeepers 100, and Parsis, 38.
114

 

The geographic origins of the non-British workers in Aden largely correlates 

with Great Britain’s cyclically shifting interests in the port city—between commercial 

and military pursuits.  When commercial interest was the primary focus of British 
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activities—their main source of labor supply were Yemenis from the hinterlands and 

Imamate.  But when British military endeavors ramped up—the British restricted Arab 

workers and employed laborers of other nationalities.  After the initial foray of the 

British into Aden—and their establishment of the commercial and strategic coaling 

base, the focus turned to military activity.   

Thus, during the later years of the 1840s, there was a geographical shift in 

labor supply from the Yemeni hinterlands to the Indian sub-continent and sectoral shift 

in demand that resulted in the disappearance of traditional crafts.  The population of 

Arab weavers in Aden had vanished by the mid-1840s, and “the craftsmen had turned 

to laboring in the town and port.”
115

  With time, the British restricted the occupations 

of the native Arab migrant populations.  The British replaced Arab laborers with 

Indian workers, with whom they were already familiar, had trained, and to whom 

Aden was not native land that had been invaded and occupied.  While the British had 

hired local Arabs for protection and policing in the beginning they were soon replaced 

with British-trained Indians from Bombay as early as 1841. Additionally, the British 

initially hired local Laheji Arabs and Jews into administrative positions but soon 

replaced them with non-native employees. 

After 1842, British government activity increased, military employment 

dominated the port, and Aden’s Arabian population dwindled.  The British 

systematically stopped hiring Yemenis, importing already-trained indigenous 

workforce from the Indian sub-continent to replace the Arabs and Indian convicts, “to 
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make the roads.”
116

  Gavin reported: “for a period of fifteen years from the end of 

1846, the Government imported Indian laborers instead for the construction of the 

defensive works, Aden became more an Indian than an Arab town.”
117

  In 1848, the 

British brought in 3000 workers on contract from India.  According to Gavin, in 1849 

the number of counted Arabians had decreased to 4,845 out of a growing population of 

19,024 (including military personnel).  

By 1856, the population of Aden had grown to at least 20,000, according to a 

British census—and consisted of 1,129 Christians (mostly Europeans employed by the 

British government), 2,557 Indian Muslims, 4,812 Arabs, 3,627 Africans, and 58 

Muslims of unspecified nationalities as well as 5,611 Hindus, 61 Parsees, 1,224 Jews, 

and 1,659 others who were mostly likely akhdam.  Within that breakdown, most of the 

Arab population consisted of Yemenis, who traveled to Aden as unskilled workers for 

employment—fewer were fishermen and small traders.  A minority, 965 out of almost 

5000, were reportedly “the original inhabitants of Aden and their families.”
118

 In 1857, 

one British source reported that the population of Aden had reached 22,000 people, 

and that it was “surrounded by gardens and orchards, in which all the necessaries of 

life may be had at a moderate price.”
119

 

By the mid to late 1850s, French commercial interests, not British ones, 

supplied native Arab populations with work.  The French had opened a “coal depot,” 

at Steamer Point, in Aden in 1856, to service their steamships which stopped in Aden 

on the way to Mauritius, East Asia, and other locations and the company that was to 
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become the Messageries Maritimes hired numbers of Yemenis and Somalis to work as 

coal shovelers, firemen, and seamen.
120

  By the mid-1870s, other European companies 

employed Yemeni laborer in similar positions.  The British did not begin to employ 

Yemeni laborers as seamen until the 1880s.
121

  From the 1850s on, Aden attracted 

significant numbers of migrants and seamen who were escaped or freed slaves—from 

both sides of the Red Sea.
122

 

The number of Yemeni residents grew and in 1871 reached 8,241 out of a total 

population of 19,289.  In 1881, the population of Yemenis was counted to be 13,285 

out of around 34,711 or 36,860 (that year also includes military personnel). During 

that time Aden’s port trade expanded.  The supply of migrants to Aden, from the 

Yemeni hinterlands, increased, coming from: 

Hajariya, Baydha and other parts of the Yemen highlands, rather than from the 

less populous areas within the British sphere of influence.  During this period 

the economic and social links between Aden and the hinterland became of less 

importance than the purely political connection.  British authorities became 

concerned less with keeping the landward trade routes open than with 

obtaining an internationally recognized frontier which would more directly 

secure the hinterland of the fortress and the entrepot.”
123

 

 

During the next decade Aden continued to grow in numbers and geography to 

around 44,000 in 1891.
 
 By the 1890s, the proportion of Aden’s Arab inhabitants 

comprised almost half the population—and supplied the port with almost all of its 

unskilled and semi-skilled labor—in contrast with the demographics of the mid-

nineteenth century, when Indian residents were in the majority. Contemporaneous 
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British documents describe various projects—such as the construction of the wharves, 

lighthouses, and piers supervised by military engineers—and executed by public 

works that was certainly dominated by migrant labor.  The dredging of the harbor was 

supervised by the English and the actual physical work was definitely completed by 

the migrants—one work team in 1893 was described as follows, “the crew, thirty-two 

in number, are of the Arab and Somali tribes, most of whom have had no previous sea-

faring experience.”
124

 

Deteriorating conditions in Northern Yemen led to further migratory 

movements—irrespective of British demand for labor.  In conjunction with the 

Ottoman occupation and ensuing rebellions against the Turkish rulers during the early 

1900s and throughout the first decade of the twentieth century, migrants left for Aden 

for the following decade or so in greater numbers as Yemenis may have “found 

themselves, on the Turkish occupation, little better than slaves—oppressed taxes, and 

retaxed by a people whose extortions ruined, who personality they hated, and with 

whom, although co-religionists, there was no unison in religious views.”
125

   

As British labor preferences changed with the onset of World War I, demand 

for Yemeni labor decreased in favor of military hire of increasing numbers of 

regiments of workers from the Indian sub-continent, in conjunction with the military 

effort.  But in 1921 following the first World War, Aden’s population had risen to 

nearly 58,000 inhabitants.  The British resumed hiring Arabs as laborers in Aden, and 

Yemenis and others moved in numbers to the port city.   
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During the 1920s, Saudi opposition leaders approached Yemeni migrants in 

Aden, to dredge up support for separatist claims to ʿAsir.  Ḥussain al-Dabagh, 

secretary of the Hijazi liberal party (an irredentist movement calling for the 

independence of the Hijaz province of Saudi Arabia), “visited Aden and met some 

émigrés from the ʾIdrisi clan.  He hoped that armed operations in the north might be 

supported by an uprising in Asir and then by a general revolt in Hijaz.”
126

 

 At the same time, Imam Yahya launched a military campaign laying claim to 

ʿAsir, as well as Hodeidah and the Tihama.  Ibn Saʿud reacted by signing agreements 

with the Idrisi ruler to ensure Saudi protectorate rule over ʿAsir.  Concurrently, Imam 

Yaḥya, the Hijazi liberals, and ʾIdrisi maintained clandestine contact—as a result, 

Yemeni-Saudi border conflict erupted in 1931 and 1932.  Later, Imam Yaḥya provided 

refuge to the ʾIdrisi rebels against Ibn Saʿud’s orders.  Yaḥya was fighting several 

battles for territorial sovereignty at once—he also fought with the British for control in 

the South and the British bombed Yemeni villages in the late 1920s.   

As Aden’s population and military and commercial enterprises grew during the 

1930s and 1940s, hostility to Imam Yaḥya in Yemen increased and in turn the Imam’s 

punishments of his opponents became significantly harsher.  Yemenis arrived in Aden 

in greater numbers—as migrants and political dissidents.  Between 1931 and 1946, 

Aden’s population increased from around 47,000 to 80,000, and its Arab inhabitants 

numbered close to 30,000 in 1931 and more than 58,000 in 1946.  During the 1940s, 

an estimated 25,000 migrants from Northern Yemen were living in Aden.
127
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While employment opportunities for Yemeni migrants in Aden were limited 

during World War II due to military constraints, labor demand picked up again in the 

1950s and was accompanied by a corollary increase in migration from the Yemeni 

hinterlands—as well as involvement in the growing Adeni trades unions movements 

(Watt 1962).  Migrants arrived to Aden increasingly as a result of the building of the 

petroleum refinery and Aden’s shift in dominance from coal depot to oil-fuelling 

station.  Working populations from Yemen increased again and:  

more and more people flocked in from the mainland and from overseas to 

supply the labor required by merchants and by building contractors who were 

beginning to make good the time that had been wasted during the war years… 

the consequences, or one of them, of this influx of people was to make the 

housing shortage acute… skilled men were almost impossible to find.
128

 

 

The inflow of Yemeni migrants to Aden continued throughout the 1950s, in 1955, the 

total population of Aden was 138,441—out of which close to 104,000 inhabitants were 

Arab, and most of those were probably Yemenis.  The Yemeni migrants, during the 

British occupation, established their presence in Aden—and built the port city with 

their work.  Their organizations and the links they maintained and developed with 

their communities of origin and the remittances and incomes they transferred 

contributed to building a solid foundation for the establishment of the Yemen Arab 

Republic in 1962.  

City of Aden
129

 

The urban area of Aden, for most of the British occupation, was comprised of 

three completely separate main settlements—Crater, Maʾalla, and Steamer Point, in 

addition to outlying areas, Little Aden and Sheikh ʿUthman.  The city is situated on a 
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peninsula located around one hundred and twenty-five miles up the Arabian coast 

northwest of the Bab al-Mandāb, and the island of Perim.  The Aden Peninsula is 

described as having the physical appearance of lobster claws—prong-like 

promontories form several bays jutting out into the water on either side of the main 

port.  Aden’s harbor was chosen by the British, after extensive scouting—because of 

its protected location.  It is eight miles wide at its greatest expanse.
130

  In 1859, the 

British official Playfair wrote of the harbor, “Back Bay... is about three miles wide at 

the entrance, and affords an admirable shelter in all weather...  It is unsurpassed by any 

on the Arabian or adjacent African coasts.”
131

 

Around one of the lobster-claw promontories, to the east of Back Bay Harbor 

are the small harbor Front Bay, and Crater—urban Aden, named as it was built on an 

extinct volcano.  The Crater was the location of the town that the British found upon 

arrival and it was where they built their military encampment.   On three sides, the 

Crater is flanked by mountainous hills, Jebel Shamsan—at altitudes of around 1775 

feet.  Crater is accessible to the mainland via a single channel through the mountains, 

Main Pass.  Seerah Island—connected to the Crater by a bridge is separated from 

another small harbor to the Southeast, Hokkat Bay.  Further the south, and separated 

by another promontory is Fishermen’s Bay—the location of a local fishing village. 

The British situated their own living quarters at an elevated distance from the 

main harbor, the township, and the military barracks.  To the north and west, elevated 

above Back Bay Harbor is Tawahi—also called Steamer Point—which was where the 

most of the British population lived during the occupation.  Maʾalla—located on the 
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other side of the harbor from Steamer Point, is also at a distance from the Crater—and 

it is where the British relegated the migrant and working populations.  With time, 

Aden grew—in population and area.   

Across Back Bay harbor on the other main promontory, farther to the 

northwest than Steamer Point—was the separate village of Little Aden.  During the 

1860s, amidst rumors that the French planned to purchase Little Aden, the British 

stepped in and bought the land from the ʿAqrabi Sultan in 1869.
132

  In 1952, an oil 

refinery was built in Little Aden.  Sheikh ʿUthman—the area located five miles to the 

north of Aden at the landside base of the entire site, was purchased by the British from 

the Sultan of Lahej in 1882 and immediately built into an urban area—for the purpose 

of keeping migrant populations and laborers from living in the main areas of Aden. 

The British took over the island of Perim—at the Bab al-Mandāb in 1857—chiefly for 

military purposes—later it was used as a coal bunkering facility that competed heavily 

with Aden during the 1880s.   

  To the northwest of Aden on the mainland, and adjacent to Sheikh ʿUthman 

are salt flats.  During the British occupation “in the early twentieth century, the 

exploitation of these flats brought considerable profits to the local populace, so that the 

industry’s decline in the 1950s and 1960s dealt a blow to the local economy.” 
133

  In 

1868, Aden became a node for telegraphic communications between India and Great 

Britain—and undersea cable was the connection channel.   
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The British view on the expansion of Aden reveals much about its approach to 

Southern Arabia, in general.  As one colonial official wrote in 1859, “ever since the 

conquest in 1839, [Aden’]s rise has been rapidly progessive: a neat and well-built 

town has superseded the former miserable village… this highly satisfactory result is 

owing to the security afforded under the British flag to property and person.”
134

  

British political attitudes were also manifest in geography.  From their arrival in 1839 

the British signed treaties with the various “nine tribes” of the Adeni hinterlands and 

paid the tribal sheikhs stipends in exchange for protection.
135

  

Comparatively, British relations with the Imamate—and it subjects—were 

more aloof—but also more avaricious.  The Zaydi Imam was successful in staving off 

British incursions—thus Yemeni migrants were granted by the British, significantly 

less freedom, trust, and responsibility than other populations in Aden.  Throughout the 

time of the British occupation the Yemeni migrants were illegal aliens and prohibited 

from organizing politically or participating in clubs—as opposed to the British-

protected persons of the hinterlands or the indigenous Adenese who were full-fledged 

British subjects.  
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As the British expanded their enterprises around Aden, they negotiated deals 

with the sultans, traders, camel herders, workers, and middlemen of the hinterlands for 

the provision of goods and labor.  With the arrival of various Ottoman expeditions into 

Yemen during the second half of the nineteenth century, the British sought to 

strengthen their ties with the tribes and expand their territorial sovereignty.  Treaties of 

Protection or Friendship led to tribal federation where British-organized military and 

police legions actively recruited and trained Arabs from the hinterlands well into the 

mid-twentieth century.
136

  

From the beginning the British established their right to rule and increased the 

expanse of the colonial settlement, seizing and reclaiming native monuments of power, 

and redefining themselves as the rightful rulers through the use of native cultural 

artifacts.  In 1839, Captain Haines, who had led the invasion and subsequently 

exercised control over the Aden Colony, seized and occupied “the largest and best 

[house]… the one occupied by Sultan Muhsin when he was in Aden… [it] remained 

[Haines’] official residence until 1842.”
137

  The expansion of Aden reveals the British 

ruling hierarchy, as well.   

Shortly after the British arrival, they built coal bunkering facilities—“coal was 

Aden’s primary commodity [and was] offloaded into the decaying hulks of 

ignominiously retired steamers anchored in Back Bay or off Steamer Point.”
138

  Most 

of coal was imported into Aden from Wales—and after the coal-importing ships 

unloaded their fuel they returned carrying other items—from Aden, Yemen, or other 
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locations.  The coal industry was a primary employer of migrant labor, and Yemenis 

and Somalis were the chief source of that supply.  With the advent of petroleum fueled 

engines, in the twentieth century—oil eventually replaced coal as Aden’s chief 

industry—and workers became employed at the Aden refinery and oil companies.  

The British separated the living quarters of different populations, reserving the 

Eastern Bay for themselves and another area for sepoys, who were indigenous and 

foreign members of the British military. They prevented native populations from 

building within the territorial limits of the British encampment and destroyed native 

dwellings at various locations.  Concurrently, the British shored up their control of 

Aden through the strengthening of already existent barriers (they shored up a 

substantial wall, for example, which remained from the Ottoman conquest) around the 

city’s perimeters to guard against tribal attempts to retake Aden) as well as via 

diplomatic dealings and bribes with various tribal shaykhs and sultans in the 

hinterlands, to keep trade routes protected and maintain commercial links. 

Increasing commercial influx into Aden led to the significant influx of laborers 

from the Northern Yemen and the Adeni hinterlands.  The laborers’ living and 

working conditions were appalling.  Their dwellings consisted mostly of temporary 

structures—reed huts, mats, and many slept in the streets or caves in Jebel Shamsan.  

This vagrancy was viewed as a security threat by the British who periodically 

destroyed the laborers’ dwellings, while at other times constructing primitive shelters 

with low rents to attract laborers and at the same time began to implement both a pass 

system and rigorous data collection measures on these populations.  The British caste 

system was reflected in the Adeni cityscape—and the center of the Crater where the 
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British based their activities versus the margins, or factory areas, where the migrants 

resided.  

British efforts to limit or rid locations of laborers were largely unsuccessful.  

Despite their violent practices of destroying the reed mat huts, closing down the Arab-

owned coffee shops, deporting the coolie laborers, and implementing surveillance and 

record-keeping measures.  This can partly be credited with the resilience of the 

migrants—most of the laborers, and even the coffee shop proprietors, stayed to work 

for a few months at a time, before returning home to be replaced by a new round of 

migrants for whom they had secured employment, or rebuilt their homes and 

businesses after the British destroyed their properties.  The laborers withstood a 

number of adverse conditions, including sub-par living quarters, or even no living 

quarters and below-poverty level wages.  Despite increased inflation and rising costs 

over time, the scale of Yemeni migrant laborers’ wages in Aden “was substantially the 

same in 1914 as it had been in the 1840s.”
139

 

Beyond “Good Arabs” and “Bad Arabs” 

The British authorities officially identified the Arabian populations living in 

Aden specifically according to labels based on place of origin and had used those 

categories to construct the social hierarchy since the mid-nineteenth century.  From a 

political perspective, “the Adenese [we]re citizens of the Colony, whilst the 

Protectorate Arabs [we]re subjects of their respective Sultans, and the Yemenis [we]re 

aliens.  Only the Adenese ha[d] the right to vote or to hold political or administrative 
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offices in Aden.”
140

  Those divisions also became inscribed internally among Adeni 

populations.  This was a British-imposed caste system meted out according to place of 

origin among the Arab populations in Aden. 

The population of Aden was being divided, in the words of Engseng Ho, into 

“Good Arabs” and “Bad Arabs.”
141

  Aden was located at the zenith of the hierarchy, 

and the native populations were categorized into four groups.  Arabs from Aden, 

whose families could be shown to have originated there were granted privileges, 

including voting rights, that everyone else was denied. An example of a “Good Arab” 

according to the British view was Sir Muḥammed ʿAbdul Qadar Mackkawi.  He was 

well connected to the British governing of Aden.  He became a lieutenant in the 

British Navy while in Sudan and was a successful building contractor in Aden.  

Several British colonial memoirs mention him, and Hickinbotham describes the native 

Adeni Macckawi as having a family coming 

originally from Mecca, but he himself was of mixed blood; one of his 

grandmothers was a Somali and his mother of Egyptian descent.  His father 

had been the Settlement engineer…  Mackkawi was largely self-educated and 

started to earn his living as a petition writer and a teacher of Arabic to the 

Officers of the garrison.  Ambitious and restless he turned to trade and began to 

deal in hides, skins and coffee on borrowed capital.  He was fortunate and 

industrious, as his business expanded he traveled in the Red Sea area, visiting 

the Yemen ports, Abyssinia and the Sudan.
142

   

 

At the same time, Mackkawi was a strong advocate for improving the educational 

opportunities for Adenis. 
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The British caste system was inculcated into the Adeni populations.  One 

example is the conservative associations that sought to exclude Yemenis of different 

origins from political representation in Aden.  One prominent political group of the 

1950s, the Aden Association, took up the slogan “Aden for the Adenis,” and one of its 

signatory goals was to exclude non-Adeni Arabs (who were defined as Yemenis as 

their families originated outside the Colony), from rights and representation.
143

  And 

yet, despite the internalization of that social order, it was bridged by members among 

different strata. 

The Luqmans were an example of Adeni Arabs who moved in conservative 

circles, but also participated in significant engagement with other strata of the 

population.  The Luqmans were descendants of Ismāʿilis from Ḥāmdan who had left 

Northern Yemen for India due to persecution as early as the seventeenth century and 

later returned to Aden as British commercial agents.  In the late 1930s, Muḥammad 

ʿAli Luqman took over the publication of the conservative, Arabic language, British 

press organ in Aden, Fatat al-Jazira.  And although Fatat al-Jazira was a vehicle of 

majority conservative Adeni Arab merchant views, it also incorporated other voices 

and dissenting opinions.  As Muḥammad ʿAli Luqman’s son, ʿAli Muḥammad 

Luqman developed editorial charge of the publication of Fatat al-Jazira, he went so far 

as to print views that were openly critical of the Zaydi Imamate.
144

  And it was among 

those like the Luqmans, that both Northern Yemeni migrants and reformists, first 
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curried political support.  It was also among more conservative Adenis, where activists 

and migrants simply found a base of ready resources, support and already established 

connections from which to build a cogent political movement and to contest 

hegemonic patterns.  

Also categorized within Aden’s British caste system were the Hadhramis, 

mostly merchants and traders, who were distinguished from Protectorate Arabs 

belonging to the tribes whose leaders the British sought to co-opt against the Zaydi 

Imamate and the Ottomans.  Lowest in the British esteem, in terms of rights and labor 

were the Yemenis, or those who traveled to Aden from Northern Yemen.  The 

Yemenis were described as: 

a problem and fall clearly into two divisions, the manual workers who spend 

only a few months in the Colony at any one time and have in no way severed 

their ties with their homeland and the merchant class who may become 

assimilated into the first group or are on the way to and wishful of being so, or 

who may have come to Aden because they are Shafiʿis, or cautious persons and 

who, while not giving up their Yemen connection and business interests in any 

way, want to have an alternative source of income and place of residence in the 

event of trouble in their own land.
145

 

 

The Yemenis were also viewed by the British as possible pawns against the Imam—

and Yemeni political dissidents were increasingly granted refuge in Aden during the 

1940s and 1950s.    

Migrants from Northern Yemen, where the British could not establish a 

physical presence posed the largest threat in the British view.  And those Yemenis 

were the chief source of human capital that the British exploited to satisfy its need to 

keep Aden functioning commercially, as a fueling depot.  The migrant populations 

from Northern Yemen, needed to be closely monitored and disciplined in the interest 
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of British ruling supremacy.  In 1846, the British used the framework in place on 

Gibraltar for conducting a census—itemized by nationality, and for excluding non-

British subjects from residence in Aden.
146

  One British colonial official wrote about 

the general attitude of the British towards the Yemeni migrants in Aden, describing a 

British gathering where one official commented, “’It’s a pity they don’t ship them [the 

Yemenis in Aden] back where they belong.’  A murmur of agreement.”
147

   

The Yemeni migrants were held culpable for chaos and problems occurring in 

the Aden Colony.  For example, the 1947 riots that resulted in the almost wholesale 

movement of Aden’s Jewish population to Palestine, were: 

blamed [on] the Yemen labourers in the harbour, the cargo and the coal 

coolies, but they knew full well that the Yemenis had not been responsible for 

starting the trouble and had not been alon in the pillaging and fire-raising.  

However, this hare was duly hunted, and the control of landward immigration 

became a disturbing major problem…  A great fence was to be built round the 

landward side of the Colony… the Colony was to be cut in half by another 

fence across the Isthmus, turning  hormaksar and Sheikh ʿUthman into a vast 

squatter camp of undesirables who could not gain entrance into the Fortress 

Area; watch towers with searchlights were to be constructed and supplemented 

by police motor patrols… the population has been registered and the coolies 

have been moved, not across the harbour, but from their disgraceful 

overcrowded dormitories to modern comfortable lines at Maʾalla.
148

 
 

It is difficult to believe that in the context of such a tightly controlled colonial outpost, 

such violence was not rooted in the pervasive imperial, institutional framework.  

Furthermore, without a constant supply of Yemeni laborers, the British free port of 

Aden would have ceased to function. 

The “Good Arabs” were those whom the British considered loyal and who did 

not negotiate with Britain’s enemies—the “Good Arabs” included the tribal sultans of 
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Southern Yemen as well as native-born Adeni Arabs, many of whom were landed, 

wealthy merchants.  At the same time that the Adenis were grouped into categories of 

Good Arabs and Bad Arabs, educational and career opportunities for the majority of 

the Arab population, regardless of origin, were severely limited in Aden under British 

rule.  For example, until 1948, out of several hundred practicing attorneys working in 

Aden virtually none were Arab.  Neither were Arab schoolteachers employed during 

the British occupation—most teachers and almost all of the lawyers in Aden were of 

foreign nationalities. 

The “Bad Arabs” collaborated with the Ottomans, Italians, and others with 

whom the British were in competition.  While the British bribed tribesmen and signed 

treaties of protection with the Sultans of the nine tribes of the Western Aden 

Protectorate, they at the same time gamed to keep Yemeni Arabs and the Zaydi Imam 

no further than an arm’s length away.  As the British superficially engaged with the 

Hamid al-Din Imamate to the extent necessary to prevent Yemeni incursion into 

British territory, they subtly co-opted various Yemeni political dissidents as a bulwark 

against the Imam, in keeping with their strategy to divide and rule.
149

 

The native Adenis were, from the perspective of legal privilege, deemed by the 

British as superior to other groups of Yemenis, either from the hinterlands of the 

Protectorate and from Northern Yemen.  The boundary between Aden and the rest of 

Yemen delineated, not only geography and available economic opportunities, but also 

distinct, value-laden, sets of governing institutions, social orders, and cultural mores—

and that boundary hardened over the course of the nineteenth century.  While the 
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British exploited the caravan routes and Indian Ocean trade established by the 

Yemenis for centuries, they concurrently abused native labor to further the profits of 

their imperial project.  

And even with that hierarchy in place, the British really did little to make 

investments for the future of the even the “Good Arabs,”—academics and skilled 

workers were supplied from abroad.  Writing in 1958, the British official 

Hickinbotham (who was Governor of Aden during the 1950s), described the political 

development of the Colony as “in the kindergarten stage,” and commented that at the 

time he was first elected to the Executive Council of the British government in Aden, 

in the late 1930s, there 

were no political parties at that time in Aden… No attempt was made at that 

time to encourage the younger generation to take a responsible part in the 

government of the Colony…  One of the main difficulties that the Governor 

must had in deciding who to nominate to represent the Arab majority of the 

population on the Legislative Council was that the official language of the 

Council was English and the common language of all the various committees 

was also English, and it was well-nigh impossible to find an able man of 

mature age among the Arabs who not only knew English but was prepared also 

to give up much of his time to public work.  Immature lads there were, but no-

one would have welcomed their appointment, least of al the more responsible 

members of their own community who would have had no faith in `children’ as 

they termed them.  Time was needed to mature the `children…’
150

      

 

It seems odd, that after having occupied Aden for over one-hundred years, the British 

still needed time “to mature the ‘children,’” and get on the same page with the 

language issue. 

The inhabitants of Southern Yemen—the areas incorporated into the British 

colonial project as the Western Protectorate and Eastern Aden Protectorate, remained 

nominally independent of Zaydi control, instead, signing into treaties of friendship and 
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protection with the British colonial government.  Individuals from those areas 

migrated to Aden, for employment, through an institutional framework usually 

established as a political and economic agreement between their tribal shaykh or 

Sultan and the British Colonial government.  Those individuals were Great Britain’s 

“Good Arabs.”  While they were not granted the same degree of legal rights as the 

British-labelled Adeni Arabs, they had considerably more privileges than the migrants 

from Northern Yemen.  The residents of the Eastern Aden Protectorate were subjects 

of Great Britain, and, while not given citizenship or voting rights in Aden, they were 

considered protected persons according to British law and were assigned red passports 

for travel. 

And yet, the British were also not averse to using violence against the 

inhabitants of the Protectorate to enforce the right to govern: 

We thought that the actual destruction of property was important as a 

meaningful gesture in a violent society and to avoid possible future loss of life.  

Besides, the track to Thamud was too important to risk further interferences 

and it would be impossible to provide an appropriate escort for each convoy in 

the future.
151

 

 

Connections Between Yemen and British-Occupied Aden 

The British occupation of Aden that led to the in-migrations of the Yemeni 

laborers built the setting for the migrants to develop significant ties between their 

origin communities, Aden, and the places further afield, connected to Aden as an 

international port and coal fueling station.  Those Yemeni migrants, even if Aden was 

the furthest location they reached away from home, built a framework for generations 

of chain migrations—which led to advances and remittances in the migrants’ 
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communities of origins from Aden as well as more remote locations. 
 
Obvious 

examples of remittances include material products such as what Gavin described in the 

following way: 

Northern Yemen’s enterprising Shafai merchants, particularly those from Taiz 

and al-Hudayda with connections in Aden, oversaw the importation of a 

startling array of foreign goods and a permanent change in consumption 

patterns.  Canned foods, transistor radios, thermos bottles, pumps, and 

generators appeared, and cars and trucks ceased to be objects of curiosity.
152

 

 

Other examples of remittances brought back to Yemen from more distant 

locations included: “emigrant financed houses [that] go back to the twenties and 

thirties when a few new homes were constructed by migrants coming back from 

Vietnam,” as well as the profusion of foreign agricultural practices in the post-1960s 

era, the import gasoline fueled water pumps and irrigation equipment, the vast 

dissemination of weapons into Yemen, and the development of religious network-

based connections.
153

  Thus, even in spite of the Imam Yahya’s strictly isolationist 

approach to governance, the Yemeni migrants built a foundation for the opening of 

their economies, networks, and governance systems.
154

    

Remittances were most often the direct transmittal of money and currency from 

the migrant back to his family and village.  Migrants from all areas, from the tribal 

protectorate territories to Imamic Northern Yemen were tied to paying taxes on the 
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monies they sent home, but those from the Imamate were held to a more stringent, 

oppressive taxing system.  In 1942, “taxation in the Yemen [was] perhaps more 

irksome on the peasant than in the Aden Protectorate and a 10 percent tax is exacted 

from every Yemeni bringing back money to his native village.”
155

 

Not all of the remittances were beneficial.  Agricultural decline is traceable to 

the British occupation.  During the mid-nineteenth century, farmers of the Adeni 

hinterlands let their land lay fallow and instead chose to sell fodder and other supplies 

to Aden.  During the twentieth century, the development of petroleum facilities, the 

continued widespread migration of Yemenis into Aden, and the Imam’s continuing 

predatory taxation on agricultural produce led to the increased degradation of land. 

In Northern Yemen where much of the farming occurred on mountainsides ill-

suited to industrial farming equipment designed for other geographies, the departure of 

male migrants led to large-scale abandonment and atrophy of the land and the import 

of industrial farming technologies from Europe which were not appropriate for the 

terraced-hillside farming and destroyed much of the existing agriculture.  Those 

patterns had started in the nineteenth century when farmers began to abandon the 

upkeep of their land in order to satisfy British demands for fuel and victuals.
156

 

The development of commerce and contract allocation with the British for 

goods and services during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries framed the 

formation of the migratory networks.  Transformations in social order and the local 

economy brought about by the migrants are evident in the commercial patterns that 
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British established and facilitated.  The minimal customs duties at the port of Aden, in 

contrast with the more substantial ones in place at the Ottoman-controlled ports of 

Mokha, Mukalla, and Hudayda, not only attracted trade, but also meant that merchants 

from the hinterlands preferred to engage in commercial dealings in Aden, as opposed 

to other locations.   

Parallel connections between established Adeni merchant families and the 

wealthy landed class in the Adeni hinterlands and in the Lowlands of Northern Yemen 

increased, and the geographic structure of economic relations likewise shifted.  In 

addition, classes of people who were once separated by wide geographic distances—

such as the farmers of the Shafiʿi lowlands and highland merchants—were, as a result 

of migrations to Aden exposed to each others’ presences within the same enclosed 

confines of the port city, forced to conduct business with each other and interact.  

Those ties must have facilitated sets of intersecting connections in and between the 

migrants’ communities of origin and other locations within Yemen.  Another 

inevitable result of the migrations was the integration of hard currency into the 

traditional barter-based economy of Northern Yemen.  The earnings of the migrants 

remitted back to their families and communities of origin was undoubtedly significant 

in surpluses of saved currencies as well as material products for consumption or 

display or the purchase and development of property or land. 

The exchange did not just occur in the form of remittances from Aden to 

Yemen.  Shortly after the British occupation began, the Yemeni hinterlands became 

the supplier of a large volume of agricultural products—vegetable produce and 

livestock.  For the first year or so of the British occupation, vegetables were supplied 
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from Mokha and Hadhramawt—after that time, the British established, unsuccessfully, 

local gardens in Aden, run by indigenous and Indian military conscripts.  In the 1840s, 

Aden and its hinterlands became more and more economically dependent on each 

other, as Yemen supplied goods, services, and food to the port.  Yemeni merchants 

living in Aden during the mid- to late 1800s imported coffee from the interior that they 

sold to American and European traders in Aden.  During the 1860s, the British secured 

a water supply from the hinterlands through an agreement with the ʿAbdali Sultan, 

dictating that Yemenis would guard and maintain the aqueduct at its source. 

Imports of food from the hinterlands began in earnest in 1846 and only 

increased over time.  In 1861 over 20,000 pounds of produce were imported into 

Aden, much of it grown in Lahej and Mukalla, including “sweet potatoes, onions, 

pumpkins, bhendis, brinjals, toorai, and radishes.”
157

  Fruit and camels were also 

brought in from the hinterlands, firewood for cooking came from Fadhli,  Aqrabi, and 

Lahej tribal territories. Staples used in Aden—in addition to goods (which included 

significant amounts of coffee) shipped out to various foreign locations, and imports 

distributed throughout the Yemeni hinterlands were transported, during the latter half 

of the nineteenth century, mainly on camels via centuries-old caravan routes.  In that 

process, the caravans paid taxes on their merchandise in order to traverse tribal 

territories on the way into or out of Aden, distributed goods from Aden into the 

hinterlands, and linked British Aden with the communities of Yemen. 

The British controlled the demographic caste system via limiting allocation of 

contracts or commercial engagement with certain families, or promoting business 
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monopolies with Yemenis only from certain areas.  An example of this was evident in 

British-imposed economic limitations of controlled substances—sales of qat and 

various types of alcohol were licensed by the British government to limited groups of 

specified sellers.  This pattern, of restriction of commerce and allocation of power, by 

the colonial government to specific members of the Yemeni and/or Adeni populations, 

dictated the framework for the arrangement, development, and formation of the 

British-controlled social structure that was to dominate, and also to source the demand 

for the Yemeni labor migrants who arrived over the following century. 

The British implementation and maintenance of geography, demographic, 

class, and family-based monopolies through the importation staples to Aden from 

Yemen continued for close to a century.  Despite the vast increase in Aden’s 

population and economy during that time, it was not accompanied by Yemen’s 

economic “integration.”  In 1937: 

the trade which linked Aden with the hinterland affected a proportionately 

smaller section of the community as other branches of activity developed... the 

landwrard imports to the settlement were much as they had been in teh time 

Haines.  Qat, firewood and fodder still bulked large and and the contribution of 

fruit, begetables and livestock had only marginally grown.
158

 

 

While trade between Aden and Yemen remained the same or stagnated—commercial 

links diminished in connecting the communities of Aden with its hinterlands, while 

migrants increased.  Maintaining the connection—between Aden and its hinterlands 

increasingly became the burden of the migrants. 

Chain Migration: Remittance Channels, Employment Networks, Wakils, 

Serangs, and Muqaddams 
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In their circular movements, networks, and channels of exchange, the migrants 

played an essential role in the discourse of changing social structure and economy in 

Yemen.  One way that played out was through the transfer of economic remittances 

and consumption patterns from Aden to the origin communities of the migrants.  

Long-established migrants—either in Aden, or those who had returned to their 

communities of origin after achieving some level of economic prosperity, became 

remittance agents and were determinative in both linking the migrant with the 

community of origin as well as contributing to changing economic and social orders. 

The remittance agents, wakils, were (and still are) responsible for taking in 

remittance deposits at communities of origin and transferring money (or material 

staples) to the migrants’ families while the migrants were away.
159

  The complex 

mathematical system signifies the presence of absence—and it was built, developed, 

and maintained by the migrants themselves—the wakils who were former migrants, 

often also had connections with local notables at the communties of origin as well as 

the migrants for whom they conducted business. 

Links between the migrants, their communities of origin and destination were 

established, maintained, and transformed through the labor system.   Labor contractors 

and middlemen were frequently Yemeni migrants employed by foreign companies and 

were also responsible for recruiting and hiring laborers from their villages and tribes. 

The middlemen—muqaddams were sometimes tribal, village, or neighborhood 

headmen.  The origin of that institution is traceable to the more ancient practice of 

tribal dallals—where the dallals are agents who live in urban areas, represent and 
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arrange for politics and commercial transactions of a tribal shaykh, living in the 

hinterlands, who employs them.
 160

  These institutions are still in place, and form the 

basis of the hawala scheme that secures the employment and economic remittances of 

migrants of various nationalities in the oil-producing Gulf to this day. 

Those contractors—muqaddams and wakils, recruited and hired mostly Shāfiʿ`i 

migrants from the Southern uplands, who walked to Aden.  In the early years of the 

British occupation, the middlemen were drawn from Mokha.
161

  A minority of Zaydi 

laborers were employed as serangs, and worked as headmen, in the Aden-based 

shipping industry.  The serangs were notorious for bribery, and also frequently worked 

as political agents in Aden, for shaykhs in the Adeni hinterlands.  In the 1920s, a 

typical labor contractor in Aden had a number of muqaddams in his employ and each 

middleman was responsible for recruiting and hiring tens of Yemeni laborers from his 

village or territory to work for his labor contractor.  

The shaykhs and sultans of the regions where the migrants originated often 

imposed taxes on the remittance earnings of the migrants.  The Yemeni hinterlands 

were drained of its available labor supply during the time of the British occupation, 

commercial links increasingly connected the hinterlands to British corporate interests 

and the Yemeni social order became imbricated in the British imperial hierarchy.  The 

migrants became involved in Aden’s channels of capitalist production and with more 

distance from the Imamate and increasing economic leverage, they expressed their 

political and economic dissatisfaction with the existing system of Yemeni governance.  
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In turn, the British became increasingly willing to provide refuge to expatriate 

Yemenis, to shore up their strategic interest against the Imam.  

Yemeni serangs, often Zaydis, were labor brokers recruited from the 

hinterlands to oversee, hire, and recruit other laborers, usually from their villages of 

origin.  The serang system was well-reputed for corruption—running on a system of 

blackmail and according to Lawless: 

there is some evidence that clerks in the Shipping Office at Aden, certain ranks 

in the Aden police and the local agents of the shipping company’s may also 

have been part of a complex network of bribery and coruption.  The result was 

the serious exploitation of seamen engaged at the Aden port.
162

 

 

The Yemeni migrants’ performances and familiarity within the British civil and 

French commercial frameworks and their ability to transfer their earnings or become 

serangs themselves, led to increased expertise in navigating that system, economic 

status, the development of political connections between the Colony and the 

hinterlands.  Tribal chiefs for example claimed tax on remittance earnings from 

migrants employed at the port.  Some shaykhs used migrants as political messengers 

between themselves and the British.  One example was the Chief of the Dhala territory 

who requested that the British Resident at Aden grant Adeni citizenship for two of his 

tribesmen whose voyage to Great Britain he was sponsoring. 

As employment patterns developed among migrants from different locations 

within Yemen, citizenship and social order were framed according to the rules that the 

British dictated.  British commercial and strategic interests were determinative and 

deciding factors in political organization in Aden, with the development of 

demographic categories, which distinguished not only geographic origins, but also 
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hierarchies of rights.  While the British declared Aden to be a port for monitoring and 

sanctioning the slave trade on one the hand, they monitored, limited, and oppressed the 

native-born Yemeni migrant populations in Aden, restricting them permission to enter 

Great Britain, obtain British citizenship, or procure voting rights, and categorizing 

them as alien, coloured seamen, with the other hand.
163

  

Most of the migrants were away for limited time periods—and returned to their 

families with economic status, earnings, and goods.  The typical prototype of 

migratory movement and remittance was as observed to where “the villager will go to 

Aden and earn £1 : 10 : 6 a month at coolie work, live on 7s. 6d. out of that sum [a 

pittance], and save the rest to return to his village.  There he will remain until necessity 

drives him to earn more.  A large proportion of the inhabitants of Aden must be 

composed of these floating elements of the population.”
164

 

 The pattern of chain migration, was well in place by the mid-nineteenth 

century when Yemeni migrants returned to their families at which time their male 

relatives replenished their labor supply in Aden.  Most of the Yemeni seamen in Aden 

were not experienced in the profession and 

were peasant farmers or the sons of peasant farmers.  They came from small 

villages of a hundred inhabitants or less where the families gained a living by 

cultivating the terraced fields cut into the steep mountain slopes and by rearing 

livestock.  Many were from families of independent tribesmen who owned and 
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worked their own land...  Some may have been from families of sharecroppers 

who farmed land owned by their chiefs.”
165

 

 

In the process of chain migration where migrants established economic ties between 

the Colony and their villages, while advancing the status of themselves and their 

families, their newfound cosmpolitanism facilitated their ability to network and 

connect with both other migrants from within their home communities as well as with 

Yemenis from other classes.  

From Migrant Networks to Village Associations and the Roots of a Unified 

Polity 

The migratory networks and channels built during the early years of the British 

occupation of Aden led to the later development of organizations and infrastructures 

that had a formative role in the establishment of the Yemen Arab Republic.  Initially 

the migrants were organized at an informal level—on the basis of family, close social 

and agricultural links, or proximity at their destination locations in Aden, where they 

typically “lived in tribal groups, taking their meals in the eating-house and sleeping 

where they happened to be when night fell, in coffee-shops or even in the open.  Such 

itinerants, the idlers waiting to be hired and the laborers who were continuously 

coming in and going out...”
166

  Those informal encounters and connections led to the 

later organization and channels of association where ideas could be put into place 

because they were backed by the earnings of years of labor and remittances.  Such 

associations were organized at both the migrants’ origin communities and destination 

locations. 
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In Aden, where it was illegal for Yemeni migrants to join or establish political 

organizations until perhaps the 1950s—their associations were informal.  In addition 

to boarding houses and restaurants, those organizations were described as Clubs where 

“a few chairs are moved into the back room, a youth is hired to run out for cups of tea 

from the tea shop on the street corner and the Club has come into being.”
167

  The 

associations were also organized as connections that linked migrants to their home 

communities through taxes on remittances which were then to be used for 

improvements such as local public works projects.  Douglas described the early 

formation of such organizations, where workers from the same village stayed together 

in Aden and: 

someone who may have lived in Aden for several years and bought a hotel or 

hostel to provide cheap accommodations for fellow emigrès.  Eventually 

members of those groups of villages which provided a particularly large 

number of emigrès formed village associations...  loose groupings, perhaps 

centered on a house that one village member had bought or rented... It was in 

finding jobs that the associations were particularly effective, for it was not 

uncommon for a factory, workshop or building contractor, having employed 

one Yemeni, to ask him to find others; to do so he would use his village 

network.  In this way whol enterprises were staffed by workers from particular 

villages.  Furthermore, some emigres who had been in Aden for some time and 

knew both the main employers and the heads of the village associations set 

themselves up as muqaddams or traditional labor brokers.
168

 

 

While the village associations drew migrants in Aden together, they were also 

responsible for collecting money for use in the migrants’ origin locations for various 

welfare usages such as the repair and maintenance of public utilities and shared water 

use, the upkeep of mosques, and procurements of other services.  
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The village associations were critical links for the distribution of information 

and finance.  And, it was based upon those associations wherein the roots of the 

successful opposition to the Imamate lay.  During the 1930s, clubs and organizations 

were founded in many of the migrants’ origin communities which formalized the 

informal networks and links of the previous century.  In Ḥujariyya, a cultural club was 

established in 1934 and village associations in Taʿizz province were created during the 

same decade.  In 1944, village associations connecting the migrants to the home 

communities were established in Dhubban and Muqatira, and the earlier village 

association of Hayfan (which built a well and schools with moneys collected from 

remittances in 1941), expanded into the Nadi al-ittiḥād al-Aghbari.  In the only non-

Imam written periodical in Northern Yemen, al-Ḥikmat al-Yamaniyya, founded in 

1938, the reformists called for the establishment of farming, irrigation, and technical 

cooperatives.  During the 1940s, many of the reformists moved to Aden as political 

dissidents.  The British government prohibited their participation in political 

movement and so they proposed to be allowed to form a confederation of village 

associations: 

Northern Yemeni liberals in Aden, having been refused permission from the 

British to form a political party, proposed to found a confederation of village 

associations.  As proposed to the British administration, the Yemeni 

confederation, like the village associations, ‘ was to have no political objective 

but would operate... as a social welfare oriented organziation representing the 

interests of Yemenis in Aden.  It was to be a ‘higher council of the Village 

Associations.’  Permission was granted.  Elections were held for officers of the 

Confederation, which established a library, scholarships, and a system of 

collecting zakat from migrants each Ramadhan.
169
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Thus the foundation of a cooperation between the migrants and the reformers 

came into being.  While the migrants living in Aden were reticent to voice their 

opposition to the Imamate—as their families were still located in Yemen, the arrival of 

the reformers and their subsequent connections with the club involved the vocal 

criticism of the Imamate and organization for reform.
170

  Those early organizations—

many of them based in Aden or the villages of the Shāfiʿi lowlands—were separate 

from the Ṣanʿaʾ-based military establishment that was to orchestrate the 1962 officers’ 

coup and thawra.  And yet, the migrants and reformers  developed a formative 

movement with broad popular support—over which the later military establishment 

took reigns.  
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Chapter 3: Discontent in the Imamate 

The early movements of Yemenis to Aden, during the first years of the British 

occupation, coalesced during Yemen’s ayyam al fasad.  It was not until nearly a 

century later, that Yemeni reformers—in collaboration with the migrants began to 

organize for change in Imamate.  One reason credited with that political involvement 

was Imam Yaḥya’s isolationism which was firmly entrenched in a class-based social 

order and ruling system.  And yet, Imam Yaḥya was the inheritor of a feudalistic state 

that had developed over the course of the previous thousand years. 

Over the course of a millenium, Imamic Northern Yemen had developed into a 

predominantly tribute-paying, semi-feudal state prevailing through social stratification 

that was articulated and enforced in divisive economic practices.
171

  In the tribute-

paying mode of production, feudalistic rule exploits subject populations through 

demanding and enforcing payments of disproportionate levies which the state then 

hoards.  In Northern Yemen, the tribute-paying mode led to “an exaggeration of the 

political significance of sectarian differences,” because governance was historically 

split between the Zaydi Imamate and the Sublime Porte along geographical and 

sectarian divisions.   

Under Ottoman rule, the administration of tax collection had been divided 

along those sectarian lines as Turkish administrators were responsible for collecting 

taxes in the Shafiʿi agricultural regions and the Imam employed Zaydi mercenaries for 

collection of taxes in the mountain highlands.  Later, as Zaydi-organized tribal armies 
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collected extortionary tributes from Shāfiʿi farmers, and the Imam drained the state 

coffers for personal use while holding the sons of his tribal enemies hostage in Ṣanʿaʾ 

to ensure their obedience to his rule (Burrowes 1987, Douglas 1984, Carapico 1984).  

That feudalistic system contributed to the migration to Aden, and in the late 1930s and 

early 1940s: 

exacerbated the contradictions within Yemeni society.  Tenants and small 

holders were pressed to sacrifice larger and larger shares from a stagnating 

production system… Responding to these pressures… thousands of men laid 

down their farm tools and walked to Aden in search of work.
172

 

 

The Zaydi Imam Yaḥya, as a result of the tribute-paying mode he enforced, was held 

hostage to the tribal military units he paid for his protection.
173

  Finally, the tribute-

paying mode led later to the categorical persecution of the sayyid class, who had, as 

tribal mediators, joined the semi-feudal state, during the second Ottoman occupation 

and the Ḥāmid al-Din Imamate.  Because the sayyids had engaged in the system, 

“[they] the Hashimites were often mistakenly regarded as the class enemy during and 

after the revolution.”
174

 

In fact, Yaḥya was much more progressive than most sources acknowledge. 

Yemen had been isolated for centuries and the Imam actually made repeated attempts 

to send representatives abroad, create external economic ties, and to implement and 

sponsor educational and military missions abroad, in Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon, and 

Western Europe.
175

  Those missions were demographically integrated and most of the 
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participants were from among other social and religious groups, than the Zaydi ruling 

aristocracy.  However, the relatively low-birth and non-tribal origins of the 

participants in the military missions point not to Yaḥya’s progressiveness, but rather to 

a tactical consideration: 

Given this composition [of the military missions to Iraq], it would seem that 

Yahya was concerned to choose young, Zaydi, non-sayyids of urban origin 

who would pose no threat to his position… there is… some evidence to suggest 

that Yahya was seeking to create a cadre of officials loyal to him personally, 

rather than a more traditional sayyid or tribal constituency.
176

  

 

Although Imam Yaḥya was grooming the participants in the military and educational 

missions for service under his aegis, it cannot be denied that he was conferring upon 

them educational credentials and the opportunity to advance within the existing social 

order.  

The first military training mission Imam Yaḥya sent to Iraq, in the wake of the 

Yemeni defeat of ʿAsir province to Ibn Saʿud and the 1934 Treaty of Taʾif, occurred 

as a result of Imam Yaḥya’s realization that the Yemeni military was insufficient.
177

  

                                                                                                                                                         

military college in Baghdad.  In 1946 five students, all members of learned families, were sent to the 

Maʾhad ʿAli, a diplomatic school in Cairo.”  
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That concern, over the ineffectiveness of the Yemeni military was also one of the chief 

causes associated with the origin of the call for reform in Yemen.  The training 

mission consisted of ten participants, including the leader Muḥi al-Din al-ʿAnsi, and 

lasted from 1935 until 1937.
178

  All of the participants were Zaydi, most (six) were 

from Ṣanʿaʾ, but they were not all from the same ruling class of sayyids as the Zaydi 

Imam.  Notably, ʿAbdullah Yaḥya al-Sallal, the first Yemeni leader after the 1962 

thawra, and famed for being the son of a butcher was a participant in the mission.
179

  

The second military training mission, consisted of sixteen males, lasted from 1936 

until 1939, and the participants were from varied geographic and religious 

backgrounds.  Seven of the participants were Shāfiʿis (five were Hadhrami sayyids), 

and the delegation consisted of men from Ṣanʿaʾ, Turba and Dhubban in Ḥujariyya, 

and Hadhramawt. 

Coalescence of Opposition to the Zaydi Imamate 

In the beginning, the reform movement called for Imam Yaḥya to stop abusing 

his power as Imam and to adhere to the accepted tenets of Zaydi law.  The original 

issues around which the opposition turned included: the military weakness of the 

Imamate, the illegal designation of Imam Yaḥya’s son as successor to the throne, 

Yemen’s isolation and lack of infrastructure, and the Imam’s taxing practices.  Most of 
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these issues really started out as Zaydi legal issues—manifest as the Imam’s 

contravention of accepted standards.  A pivotal issue was the fact that the Imam had 

chosen his son, Aḥmad, to be his successor, which was illegal under Zaydi law—

technically the Imam must be elected through consensus with the ‘ulama, the army, 

and the shaykhs.  In around 1927, Imam Yaḥya informally designated Ahmad as the 

crown prince, formalized in the mid-1930s.  In addition, Imam Yaḥya insisted on 

installing his sons into important government positions, and the Yemeni ministries 

were virtually in their full control by the 1930s. 

While at first Imam Yahya had been heroicized for having expelled the 

Turks—he was later resented for putting in place unfair taxing practices after their 

departure.  Those taxing practices created further incentives for migration from the 

Shāfiʿi agricultural areas and the monetary remittances that the migrants transferred 

back to their communities and family farms paved the way for greater profits and 

economic freedoms even in the midst of the tax collecting soldier-thugs that the Imam 

employed.  The economic mobility that many of the farming communities had worked 

towards in the latter half of the nineteenth century—as a result of remittances 

transferred from migrants in Aden—led to unwillingness to be subject to the Imam’s 

feudalistic practices re-implemented after the Turks’ departure, paved the way for 

successful contestation of the Imamate, and opened the door for the building of 

alliances between Shāfiʿis and both Zaydi elite and tribesmen. 

Following that 1934 Yemeni surrender to Ibn Saʿud, Yemenis took issue with 

Imam Yaḥya’s military organization—that was the first major impetus for the 
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organization of opposition to the Imamate.
180

  Since one of the qualifications of the 

Imam is that he be a mujahid, warrior, Yahya’s competence as ruler became visibly 

contested at that time.  Seeking a remedy, the Zaydi old-guard languished in 

conservatism, and “demand[ed] the tightening of Zaydi doctrine.”
181

  In response to 

those political reactionaries, Ḥāyat al-Niḍāl, (Society of Struggle), was created in 

Ṣanʿaʾ, in 1935, to harness a call for reform.  In reality, it seems that both the 

conservative faction, who sought a return to a Zaydi traditionalist path, and the 

progressive group who called for reform were reacting to the same issue—that was 

Yemen’s subjugation on a shifting, and increasingly tense, global playing field in the 

run-up to World War II, and in the wake of the Ottoman’s dissolution at the end of 

World War I and which was exemplified by the defeat at Taʾif and mounting pressures 

from external forces such as the British and Italians. 

Summary of Opposition Movements 

The Ḥayat al-Niḍal formed in 1935 in response to the revelation that the 

Imam’s military was inadequate in the wake of the Yemeni defeat to Ibn Saʿud, and 

relinquishment of Najran, Jizan, and ʿAsir province.  It was this group which is 

associated with the later foundation of the Aḥrar al-Yamaniyyin, (the Free Yemeni 

Movement, lit.—the Yemeni Liberals).  Ḥāyat al-Niḍāl was founded by the Hashimite 
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Sayyid Aḥmad al-Mutaʿ, the Zaydi notable and “father of the Yemeni revolution.”
182

  

This group was an underground organization, the documentation of which was so 

guarded, that some scholars question its existence.  Sayyid Aḥmad al-Mutaʿ had 

served in the Imam’s military and had called for reform in the early 1930s.  Al-Mutaʿ 

allied himself with ʿAbdullah al-Wazir, the military commander who had negotiated 

the treaty of Taʾif. 

In the beginning, Ḥāyat al-Niḍāl’s objective was simple—that was to counter 

the rising Zaydi conservatism that had sprung up in the wake of Yemen’s military 

defeat to Ibn Saʿud at Taʾif.  And while the conservatism that the Ḥāyat countered was 

limited to Zaydi reactionism, the group itself linked “different regions and 

confessional backgrounds.”
183

  The primary issues that Ḥāyat was sought to change 

included the Imam’s refusal to bring economic reform into Yemen and his insistence 

on placing his sons in positions of power.  Over time, Ḥāyat was successful in creating 

division within the Imamic government, “by systematically playing on the prejudices 

of the ministers of the government and on the imam’s sons, the society was able to 

incite friction between them.  It was almost able to create factionalism with the 

regime.”
184

 

Both Zaydis and Shāfiʿis joined the movement—and  many of the Shāfiʿis 

were from the lowlands communities that were home to successive generations of 

migrants and returnees to and from Aden since the 1839 British invasion.  Zaydi 

members included: Mutiʿ al-Dammaj, a tribal shaykh from Ibb associated with the 
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Bakil confederation, ʿAli and ʿAbdallah al-Shammahi, qadis from Ṣanʿaʾ--ʿAli 

ʿAbdullah al-Wazir, ʿAbdullah al-Wazir, Muḥi al-Din al-ʿAnsi, from Sanʿaʾ (also the 

leader of the first military expedition which Imam Yahya sent to Iraq for training in 

1935); and ʿAbdullah al-Daylami, a sayyid from Dhamar.  Shāfiʿis who joined this 

movement were: ʿAbd al-Rahman al-Iryani (from Ibb), ʿAbd al-Salam Ṣabrah, a 

Shāfiʿi qāḍi based in Ṣanʿaʾ;  hadim Ghalib al-Wajih from Zabid; and ʿAbd al-

Wahhab Nuʿman, from Dhubban, an Ottoman-appointed judge in al-Ḥujarriyah who 

was dismissed, and the uncle of the famous Ahmad Nuʿman.  Imam Yaḥya learned of 

the secret opposition organization within “only a few months [of its] existence,” and 

shut it down.
185

  Subsequently, in 1936, members of the group, including the founder, 

Sayyid Ahmad al-Mutaʿ, were thrown into the Hajjah prisons by the Imam.  That was 

the “first political imprisonment ordered by Yahya,” thus beginning a trend that was to 

become increasingly common.
186

  Even in the Hajjah prisons, those reformers 

continued to work, write, and communicate while living in the most deplorable of 

circumstances.
187

 

When al-Mutaʿ was eventually released from prison, Imam Yaḥya, who had 

also banished him from the military, appointed him to be the editor of the one and only 

Yemeni periodical, the Imam’s state-run journal, al-Ayman, published by the Ministry 

of Information, and supervised by the Imam Yaḥya’s son, ʿAbdallah.  However, al-

Mutaʿ’s opposition activities later cost him his life—he was was executed, along with 
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around 150 others at the hands of Imam Aḥmad in 1948 as punishment for possible 

collaboration in the assassination of Imam Yaḥya.   

Another reform organization, Fatat al-Fulayhi, or the “youth” of the Fulayhi 

mosque (in Ṣanʿaʾ), was established around the same time as the Ḥāyat al-Niḍāl.  Its 

primary activity was the study and circulation of written material banned by Imam 

Yaḥya.  The Yemeni migrants to Aden had a primary role, perhaps not in the direct 

participation in this group, but rather in their ability to provide the group with material 

to question the authority of Imamate.  “It was just this sort of activity, undertaken in 

secret and using books and magazines smuggled from abroad by returning Yemeni 

émigrés, that crystallized the opposition to Imam Yahya.”
188

 

Similar to the Fatat al-Fulayhi, al-shabab began as one of the early 

movements of young, educated Ṣanʿaʾnis, who gathered informally to discuss modern 

Arab political and Islamic thought that reached Yemen from abroad.  Shabab was a 

collocation, referring to the members of the younger generation who engaged in 

collective intellectual debate who formed the roots of the other formally organized 

groups such as fatat al-fulaihyi and Ḥayat al-Niḍāl.  It should not be confused with the 

later group, shabab al-ʾamr, although many of those who were part of al-shabab, were 

also involved in the shabab al-ʾamr.  

Opposition from within Imam Yaḥya’s Inner Circle 

It was from among the members of the Imam’s own inner circle that the 

opposition congealed.  Those individuals, within the Zaydi aristocracy who had served 

in Imam Yahya’s cabinet, were stripped of their duties during the 1930s, and 
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reassigned, or thrown in jail.  Members of the al-Wazir family (whose grandfathers 

had been Imams during the mid-nineteenth century) are an example of this—during 

the first thirty years of Yaḥya’s rule they had occupied key positions in the 

government, but later were distrusted and demoted.  

In 1918, Imam Yaḥya had appointed Sayyid ʿAli al-Wazir as governor of the 

Taʿizz province, and also established a committee for Yemeni History. During the 

1920s, ʿAli ʿAbdullah Aḥmad al-Wazir, wrested control of Jawf, as Imam Yaḥya’s 

military commander.  In 1934, al-Wazir negotiated the Treaty of Taʾif, conceding 

ʿAsir and Najran to Ibn Saʿud, and ending the War between Yemen and Ibn Saʿud.
189

   

In the 1930s, Imam Yaḥya removed ʿAli al-Wazir from his position as governor, 

installing his son, and future Imam, Ahmad, in his place.  He also removed ʿAbdullah 

al-Wazir from his position as governor of Dhamar Province.  The al-Wazir family later 

became a notorious part of the opposition movement, eventually linked with Imam 

Yaḥya’s assassination in 1948. 

Another example of a notable from among Imam Yaḥya`s inner circle, who 

participated in the initial call for reform was Muhammad Zabara.  During the 1920s, 

Zabara, a Zaydi notable and government historian, working in Imam Yaḥya’s service, 

was sent to Cairo to supervise “the publication of several Yemeni books.”
190

  In Egypt, 

and later in Jerusalem in 1931, Zabara came into contact with prominent Islamic 

thinkers such as Rashid Ridaʿ, Shawkat ʿAli, and others.  Upon Zabara’s return to 
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Yemen, he established a diwan of sorts, at his house for engaging with young Yemenis 

for discussion of reform in Yemen, and for circulation of modern currents in Arab 

political thought. 

During the 1930s, as tension grew between the Zaydi Imam—who wished to 

cement his dynasty—and those his in court who had aspirations to succeed him (and 

disagreed with many of his policies as well)—the links between migrants and those of 

previously exclusive social rankings increased.  Imam Yaḥya banished the members of 

the Al-Wazir family and reposted them as governors in outlying provinces.  ʿAbdullah 

al-Wazir was removed from Ṣanʿaʾ and posted as Governor of Hudaydah, where he 

was instructed to oppress the Shāfiʿi subject populations there.  One of Al-Wazir’s 

brothers was also removed from the court at that time and appointed governor of 

Dhamar.    

Economic Advancement, Village Associations, and the Establishment of 

Links Between the Migrant Communities, Northern Yemeni Elites, and 

Cosmopolitan Aden 

The communities of many of the Yemeni reformers of the 1930s and 1940s, 

were also the where large numbers of the migrants to Aden originated—and it is no 

surprise that links developed between the communities of migrants in Aden, returnees 

in Yemen, reformers in those communities, and members of the Zaydi notable class, 

previously allied with Imam Yaḥya.  One example of an early connection—between 

returned migrants and political reformers and Zaydi court notables, was the 1935 

meeting of the Zaydi notable Aḥmad al-Mutaʿ and Aḥmad Muḥammad Nuʿman.  That 

was followed by the later meeting during the same year, (instigated by Imam Yaḥya) 
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of ʿAli al-Wazir (then the governor of Taʿizz), Muḥammad Maḥmud al-Zubayri and 

Aḥmad Muḥammad Nuʿman who were sent by Imam Yaḥya to Nuʿman’s school in 

Dhubban, al madrasa al-āhliyya.  Nuʿman’s school was also a gathering point for 

departing and returning migrants and political reformers, the headquarters of Nādi al-

Iṣlāḥ, a significant reform organization, and the distribution location for written 

materials that migrants brought back from Aden.   

The nādi was named for an eponymous club in Aden and “a characteristic 

feature of the nādi was that it was the peasant farmers working as laborers in Aden 

who initiated the movement for reform [there],” whereas in Ṣanʿaʾ, the calls for reform 

were mainly in the hands of the “shabab, ulama, qadis and sayyids, since there they 

were the only ones who had any sort of contact with the outside world.”
191

  Nādi al-

Iṣlāḥ was founded by Ahmad Nuʿman in Dhubban at around the same time that Hayat 

and Fatat were formed in Ṣanʿaʾ, and supported by “urban intellectuals.”
192

  The club 

formed in association with the Madrasa al-Āhliya that Nuʿman had also founded and 

its base of support consisted of Shāfiʿi agriculturists and laborers who gathered to 

circulate, read, and discuss written materials—books and periodicals that migrants 

brought back to Yemen from Aden and other locations.  The Madrasa al-Āhliya, along 

with Nādi al-Iṣlāḥ, operated in secret.  Madrasa al-Āhliya in particular differed from 

more traditional kuttabs prevalent in Yemen at the time, in that it offered a secular 

education as well as functioning as a gathering palace for the distribution of written 

materials brought from Aden. 
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It was around the same timeframe that the village associations became more 

formalized both in Yemen and Aden.  Groups of migrants who lived together or shared 

work or housing connections in Aden were the roots of the village associations—later 

the organizations pooled the migrants’ economic resources in order to create 

institutions to benefit the community and through which connections between and 

among various classes were fostered.  The associations were not legally recognized by 

the British colonial government in Aden—they also lacked the central organization or 

momentum to sustain considerable political activity—that is until the 1940s.  At that 

time the village associations—such as nādi al-Dhubban, nādi al-Aghbari, and nādi al-

Muqatira—located in Aden, and centered around migrants from those communities 

gained strength and political cohesion.  The coalescence of those village associations 

is linked to the arrival in Aden of the Dhubban-native Aḥmad Muḥammad Nuʿman as 

well as the Zaydi poet Muḥammad Maḥmud al-Zubayri. 

Connections Between Migrants, Reformers, and Adenese 

While certainly there was conflict, between the Adeni Arab population, whom 

the British granted more rights than any other Yemenis living in Aden, and other 

groups living in Aden, the Yemeni reform movements gained significantly from their 

associations with the wealthier Adenis who had organized politically.  In fact, it was 

the connection between Yemeni dissidents and Adeni Arabs that served as the crucial 

connection for the Yemeni migrant communities and the engagement in political 

reform.  Despite internal replication of a British-imposed imperial, aristocratic 

hierarchy, there were numerous instances of overlap and cooperation between those 

labeled Adeni Arabs and migrants from Northern Yemen.  Adeni Arabs provided 
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much in the way of a support network for incoming Northern Yemenis who were 

anxious to incorporate the harbingers of what they viewed to be economic and political 

progress back into their communities of origin. 

This was exemplified in the relationships that developed in the 1940s, between 

migrant groups in Aden, political dissidents such as Aḥmad Muḥammad Nuʿman and 

Muḥammad Maḥmoud al-Zubayri, and local Adeni notables such as Muḥammad ʿAli 

Luqman (deputy of the Crater branch of the Adeni Arab Reform Club) and his son, 

ʿAli Muḥammad Luqman—who had become acquainted with Nuʿman while studying 

in Egypt.  Upon Nuʿman’s arrival in Aden in 1941 the Luqmans “took care to 

introduce the new arrivals to those of the Colony’s Arab political figures and 

merchants who would help finance any movement they might establish.”
193

  That 

piece—the members of the established Adeni population who were amenable to 

engaging with dissidents and migrants—was a critical link.  The engagement of the 

dissidents with Yemeni migrants, coupled with their connections to the Adeni 

merchant class tied to the British imperial project.  As such Nuʿman’s connections 

with the Dhubban village association as well as his association with higher ranking 

Adenis—linked publics within Aden and created the space for a cooperative discourse 

where situations in either the British colony or the Northern Yemeni Imamate could be 

addressed.       

Yemeni migrants in Aden and reformers in Yemen organized, not as much for 

political representation in Aden, but for reform in Northern Yemen.  The migrants 

were at a serious disadvantage—in addition to being categorized by the British as 
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aliens, it was illegal for them to form political organizations.  Their associations and 

calls for reform had to occur through other channels.  The elements of the political 

opposition to the Imamate coalesced via several distinct groups.  Those consisted of 

both Zaydi notables, from sayyid families seeking to oust the Imam of his authority, 

and of others within the Zaydi intelligentsia who sought reform in Yemen.  The 

intelligentsia frequently acted in collaboration with another group, and those were the 

Shāfiʿis who also worked for the reform of the Imamate.  Participants in the Imam’s 

educational missions abroad of the 1930s and 1940s formed another group of 

individuals who returned to Yemen, in many cases to participate in reform through 

political organizing and the Imam’s own military establishment.  Finally, it was the 

migrants, who had established the networks and channels for the circulation of goods 

and ideas who had performed most of the invisible work to facilitate the successful 

political activities of the other groups.   

The opposition to the Imamate and the reform movement began with 

pioneering reformists like Muḥammad al-Zubayri and Aḥmad Muḥammad Nuʿman 

who left Northern Yemen in the late 1930s to obtain their education in Cairo, and was 

institutionalized with Imam Yaḥya’s sponsorship of the Famous Forty.  The trend 

continued from the mid-1940s until the late 1950s, and an estimated total of several 

hundred youths left Northern Yemen during those decades to obtain educational 

credentials abroad—and many of them returned to Yemen to work. The opposition to 

the Imamate was all the more powerful due to the wide base of Northern Yemeni 

migrants who had settled in Aden over the course of the prior century.  Thus the 

combination, of dissatisfaction and travel, in the service of the Imam, led to contact 
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with other reformers, as well as to the dissemination of a range of circulating 

contemporary political ideas, back in Yemen. 

 The al-aḥrar was significant, at that time, for its ability, to organize and draw 

political and financial support from a vast number of village associations (nāwadi al-

qarawiya—originally organized by the migrants from Northern Yemen to Aden), in 

addition to acting, in some way, as a messenger for the interests of the Egyptian 

Muslim Brothers and later Egyptian nationalist interests.  The village associations, had 

developed over the course of the previous century or so, as an informal, migrant-

mediated infrastructure that acted as both a support network for the migrants and 

which funneled a portion of their economic earnings to contribute to development 

projects in their communities of origin.  Just a few of these associations were the ones 

in Aghbari, Muqatira, and Dhubban. 

Concurrent to the establishment of the al-aḥrar, another branch of the shabab, 

whose members had been imprisoned by the Imam, established another organization in 

1944 in Ibb, Jamiʿyat al-Iṣlah.  While earlier calls for reform had stressed the 

importance of material changes within Yemen, such as the creation of roads, as well as 

for the Imam to abide by the accepted standards of Zaydi law, Jamiʿyat was the first 

organization to unabashedly call for “elimination of the rule Imam Yahya and his 

sons.”
194

  It was among this group, that significant inter-confessional cooperation 

occurred.  This supports the contention, that divisions within Yemen, were rooted in a 

class-based hierarchy rather than religious animosity or theological difference. 
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Participants in the Ibb group consisted of both Zaydis and Shāfiʿis opposing 

the Imamate, and demanding reform in Yemen, in general.  The movement was 

comprised largely of Ibbis who were former members of the shabab al-ʾamr which 

expanded until January of 1942, when most of its members were imprisoned in Hajja.  

Jamiʿyat also steered away from religious factionalism, and “most were reluctant to 

admit to which madhab they adhere.”
195

The organization developed further and 

formed Jamiʿyat in 1944, when most were released from prison.  Jamiʿyat was critical 

of the al-aḥrar, contending that the group had sold themselves to the British. 

In the mid-1940s, echoing Jamiʿyat, a rift in al-aḥrar became visible, between 

traditionalists, who thought that Zaydi rule could be maintained if it were reformed, 

and those who called for all-encompassing change and the elimination of the 

Imamate.
196

  In December 1945, Aḥmad Nuʿman and Muḥammad al-Zubayri, founded 

the Grand Yemeni Association in Aden, from the remnants of the aḥrar.  The Grand 

Yemeni Association crafted an organizational constitution, as well as a 

correspondence with Imam Yaḥya to communicate the specifics of their demands.  In 

addition, they were co-opted by Imam Yaḥya’s son, Ibrahim, who left Yemen for 

Aden to join the Grand Yemeni Association in 1946.  The Grand Yemeni Association 

increased its links with nawadi al-qarawiya, and extracted support, both financial and 

political from other Yemeni groups, like the ones in Great Britain and Kenya.  It also 

established and maintained contacts with other Arab governments and with Yemeni 

reformers inside of Yemen.   
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After 1947, ʿAbdullah al-Wazir, along with members of al-aḥrar in Ṣanʿaʾ, 

and the help of the Muslim Brother, al-Wartalani, who entered Yemen from Egypt, in 

order to assist Imam Yaḥya in establishing commercial corporate links, drafted a 

Constitution-like document, known as the Sacred National Pact.  The document 

demanded the establishment of the shura and a national assembly, in lieu of the sole, 

executive-making power remaining in the hands of the Imam.  Al-Wazir even secured 

support from Ibn Saʿud, with the requirement that as long as Imam Yaḥya was not 

harmed, Ibn Saʿud would support the Yemeni reformers.  

Following Imam Yaḥya’s assassination in 1948 by a tribesman (al-Qardaʿi) 

closely linked to Al-Wazir, Ibn Saʿud and other Arab monarchs vehemently withdrew 

their support for al-aḥrar.  Al-Wazir took power for less than one month, during 

which time he also abandoned his promises to implement the reforms that the al-aḥrar 

had collaborated with him to develop.  On February 25, 1948, Imam Yaḥya’s son and 

designated crown prince Aḥmad, stormed Sanʿaʾ with the help of tribal factions to 

whom he gave permission to riot and to sack the city, at the same time taking the 

crown and establishing his rule as Imam.  He then proceeded to execute many of the 

reformers. 

 It took awhile for the reform movement to reorganize after that—but in 1952, 

the British government in Aden gave the first formal and legal permission to Yemenis 

to organize politically, and al-Ittiḥād al-Yamani was established.  At the same time, 

Al-Zubayri established a branch of the al-aḥrar in Cairo.  Although al-aḥrar, and their 

associated movements had done much to call for, and even establish, some reform and 

infrastructural development in Yemen during the 1940s, after the unsuccessful coup 
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1948, they continued to be active, largely from prison in Hajjah—but it was really 

from among officers of the developing Yemeni military establishment (with the help 

of Nasser’s Egyptian military), that the organization for the founding of the modern 

Yemen Arab Republic occurred. 

Despite failures and aborted coup attempts, the organization, calls for reform, 

and political struggle that was built during the 1940s and through the 1950s (not the 

focus here), upon the economic bases, social resources, and creative energies of 

generations and generations of successive migrations to Aden, established the 

springboard for the 1962 thawra.  Indeed, Douglas questions “whether the FYM 

constituted a political movement at all.”
197

  A lack of available resources does not 

dictate the absence of an actual political movement.  Limitations to organization, 

based on a lack of infrastructural resources, an entrenched social order, extreme 

government censorship, and encroaching foreign interests, do not mean that there was 

no successful political movement—it only means that the movements in existence may 

not have conformed to externally imposed standards. 
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Conclusion 

The goal of this thesis was to call attention to the neglected field of Arabian 

Peninsular migratory movements—specifically to the migrants who moved from 

Northern Yemen to Aden during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and built the 

critical infrastructures for the 1962 thawra and afterwards.  The discussion veered from 

predictability and mechanical models of migratory movements to considering the 

circumstantial and institutional factors which at once both influenced and were shaped by 

the migrants, their networks, and circles of movement.  In this discourse, Yemeni 

migrants were the primary agents of change in the transformation of a society and its 

political governance.  The accomplishments that the migrants achieved were in many 

cases represented—in changes in the distribution and accumulation of tangible 

economies—discernible in remittances and consumption which signified and led to shifts 

in existing social hierarchies—both in British-occupied Aden, and in the Imam-controlled 

heartland.  

Inherent within the Yemeni migrant networks are cultural frameworks of sending 

and receiving societies.  Migrant networks are constantly changing, living structures that 

function in the dynamic context of fluctuating political and historical settings.  Social and 

political organizations flourished among Yemeni migrant communities in Aden and were 

a critical piece in the development of the nascent Yemeni state.  Village associations of 

the Yemeni migrants to Aden were mainstays of connection to their communities of 

origin in absentia, linked migrants to each other, and formed remittance channels for 

wealth, social capital, and political bargaining.  Networks of migrants and their 

community structures formed the basis for development in modern Yemen, where a 
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common language of nation, based on a historically shared lexicon of cultural symbols 

overlapped with the development of various state apparatuses to form a discursive space 

for Yemen’s entry into global political discourse (Burrowes 1987, Dresch 2000, Peterson 

1982, Wenner 1991). 

The migrants forged connections between the Zaydi-ruled Imamate of Northern 

Yemen, the sultan-controlled hinterlands, and the British-occupied Aden Colony.  They 

developed remittance channels and economic links between Aden and Northern Yemen, 

transmitted material and intellectual goods between the two locations, and contributed to 

the cosmopolitan milieu in Aden, facilitating broader movements of migrants from 

Northern Yemen and the Adeni hinterlands.  Those migrants returned and often took 

formative roles within their communities of origin; sometimes co-opted, struggled 

against, or simply lived under the ruling regime within Yemen; frequently collaborated or 

paved the way for reformists who opposed the regime; and transmitted the interests of 

foreign powers back to Yemen.  That discourse is inscribed in patterns of cultural 

transfer, exchange, and consumption at the migrants’ origin and destination locations.  

British commercial, military, strategic needs, and demands of governance were 

determinative of the structural development of the Yemeni migratory networks. 

Yemeni migrants elided social orders of disparate societies—those of their origin 

communities in Imamic Yemen and with the ones prevailing in British-occupied Aden.  

Their discourses connected Northern Yemen with Aden and the Yemeni migrants created 

a platform for other Yemenis to contest the legitimacy of the Imamate in the mid-

twentieth century.  The interface between the migrants’ informal networks and 
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organizations and the opposition movements harnessed an unstoppable force of political 

power that led to a shift away from Zaydi governance. 

The migrations from Northern Yemen to Aden continued for the duration of the 

nineteenth century and during the twentieth century until the 1962 revolution.  It was 

primarily beginning in the 1930s, that Aden became famous as a destination for political 

dissidents from Northern Yemen, as well as for labor migrants.  Opposition to the 

Imamate and calls for reform were not initially successful, but over time with successive 

attempts to wrest political control from the hands of the Ḥāmid al-Din ruling family, 

Yemen’s governance was transformed.  Coupled with the calls for reform, contestation of 

the prevalent social structure in Northern Yemen occurred, manifest most obviously in 

changes in distribution of capital. 

Many noteworthies who called for political change in Northern Yemen were 

closely connected to Yemeni migratory networks, had themselves been migrants, or came 

from communities with significant populations and long histories of return migrants.  The 

uncounted numbers of Yemeni workers who moved between Northern Yemen and the 

Adeni hinterlands to Aden during the British occupation established critical networks that 

notables later used to successfully contest the system.  The reformers could not have 

accomplished what they did without access to the infrastructures and networks of the 

previous generations.  

It was thanks to the economies, networks, commercial links, and infrastructural 

channels migrants built up over the course of more than a century that the political 

dissidents and reformers could effect monumental change.  The mechanics of the 

migratory networks, their points and methods of exchange, and the changing patterns of 
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interaction and consumption that migrants and reformers brought about, had a significant 

role in the transformation of social hierarchies and governance in Yemen.  Commercial 

linkages between the urban port city of Aden and the Yemeni hinterlands were forged by 

successive generations of Yemeni migrants working within the British colonial 

framework.   

Yemeni migrants worked doing manual labor unaware they were toiling in the 

trenches of nationalist projects and articulating what Baba referred to as the “shadowy” 

(or Janusian) borders that delineate both the external and internal boundaries of the 

nation.  The typical view of the nation as a geographically settled entity, over whose 

borders migrants move back forth, must shift—in the context of migratory movements—

where the settled nation is a border region forming the outer boundaries of migratory 

culture.   

The pre-1962 Yemeni state was the millenial Zaydi Imamate and pre-dated the 

recent political invention of nation.  Yet Yemeni nationality extended beyond the 

boundaries of the Zaydi Imamate and was coherent long before 1962.   Although the 

Yemen Arab Republic was not established until the 1960s (the Yemen Arab Republic 

was founded in 1962, and the People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen in 1967—the two 

united in 1990, separated in civil war and then reunited again 1994), most scholars agree 

that the construct and identification of Yemen persisted in the consciousness of individual 

Yemenis both at home and abroad well before the 1960s (Burrowes 1999, Halliday 2010, 

Petersen 1982). 

Yemeni migrants articulated a changing cultural language for the transition in 

governance from Imamate to Republic.  Cultural traditions formed of the resiliency of 
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generations of migratory networks built the foundation of modern Yemen.  Those 

migratory movements were framed by limitations of the Zaydi state during the nineteenth 

and twentieth centuries.  They were also influenced by foreign political interests in 

Yemen including: the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood in the 1940s, an agenda of Pan-

Arab unity during the Nasser era, the pre-Turkish Ottoman Empire during the latter half 

of the nineteenth century, Saudi support for Yemeni Royalist governance—from 1948 to 

1962, Great Britain, during the time of its occupation of Aden, and Italian, Russian, and 

American commercial and strategic enterprises, which increased following World War I.  

In constructing a national identity, the laborers and migrants struggled with, were 

subjugated to, and manipulated by those foreign players as well as the rigid archaicism of 

the traditional Zaydi Imamate. 

The Kafka-esque machinery of the British imperial project in South Arabia 

exploited Yemenis for their native knowledge, specialized skills, and commercial 

networks.  The initial reasons the Yemeni migrants were viewed as attractive employees, 

also resulted in the later decision that the Yemenis had ceased to offer what the British 

sought in terms of a labor supply.  At the outset, the British made commercial deals with 

Yemeni shipping magnates, due to their specialized knowledge of Indian Ocean shipping 

routes—the early British colonial documents are replete with detailed information as to 

the weather, shipping, and trade patterns all throughout the coast of Aden.
198

  Later the 

British competed with the Yemenis, driving them out of business and excluding them 

                                                      
198 See for example Captain Haines documentation of the Aden, its Gulf, and coastline.  Stafford 

Bettesworth Haines, “Memoir of the South and East Coasts of Arabia,” II, Journal of the Royal 

Geographical Society of London 15 (1845), 104 – 160.  Also, “Indian Surveys for the Year 1879-80,” 

Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society and Monthly Record of Geography, 7 (Jul., 1881), pp. 399-

400. 
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from the coal steamship industry.  Yemenis migrants and entrepreneurs were fired for the 

same reasons they were hired.   

British regulation in Aden prevented Yemeni migrant laborers from residing 

within the confines of the Aden Colony and as a result many migrants from the nearby 

hinterlands came and went on a daily basis.  In establishing security forces in Aden and 

its hinterlands, the British recruited and trained Yemenis, creating the Aden Protectorate 

Levies and Hadhrami Bedouin Legion.  During the 1940s, Adeni Arabs ran English and 

Arabic-language press publications—which were distributed to Northern Yemen by 

returning migrants.
199

  In considering the dominant structures of the modern Yemeni 

nation-state, it is critical to give credence to those social networks that connected 

communities and individuals across both contiguous and distant borders, whether based 

on place of origin, religious affiliation, or socio-economic status, and at times even 

transcending the boundaries of religion, region, and tribal affiliation.  

Yemenis satisfied British demands for labor in Aden yet the British viewed them 

as a security threat, precisely because of their native knowledge and expertise—and the 

Yemeni laborers were replaced by those viewed as more servile and obedient and who 

were not feared to harbor irredentist claims.  Not only did Great Britain seek dominance 

via military occupation and economic supremacy, the superpower also exploited Yemeni 

social capital—the libraries of knowledge and understanding the Yemeni migrant 

networks, which had criss-crossed the Indian Ocean littoral, established over centuries 

                                                      
199

 ʿAli Muḥammad Luqman, “Education and the Press in South Arabia,” in The Arabian Peninsula, ed. 

Derek Hopwood (George Allen & Unwin, 1972). Although the first printing press in Southern Yemen was 

brought into the Aden prison and run by convicts as “hard labor,” the British did not license the printing of 

any Arabic newspapers until 1940, with the publication of Fatat al-Jazira.  
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and millenia.  That is only one element of the formidable tragedy of the modern Yemeni 

experience.
200

 

Conflict in Yemen was not always result of specific religious difference (as 

between Sunni and Shiʿa, or Muslim and Jew), but stemmed from class inequalities and 

tribal tensions, often manifest among sectarian fault lines.  Class struggle developed over 

centuries of feudalistic rule and tribal inhabitants of the rural areas were in frequent 

conflict with city dwellers (Carapico 1984, Dresch 1989, Dresch 2000).
201

  Religious 

clashes between Zaydi elite and Shāfiʿi farmers were not the principal bases of the calls 

for reform.  The point is not to be an apologist for oppression that actually occurred, 

rather, it is to invite a deeper understanding of the historical, economic, social, and 

religious complexities of Yemen and to consider for a moment that religious differences 

may not have been the primary cause of conflict.   

Opposition and reform involved Zaydis and Shāfiʿis—many times in 

collaboration.  Migrants facilitated intersections of political interests among members of 

otherwise separate communities.  Zaydi reformers disagreed with theḤāmid al-Din 

Imams’ practices and participated in the opposition movement on that basis.  Shāfiʿis 

were critical to the movement, as well.  Members of both groups engaged in the 

opposition movement and call for reform that gathered steam in the 1940s and 1950s and 

led to later regime change.   

                                                      
200

 Muḥammed Said Attar, Le sous-développement économique et social du Yemen; perspectives de la 

révolution yéménite (Editions Terre Monde, 1964), 65.  Muḥammed Said Attar, a Yemeni emigrant, and 

one of the “famous forty” wrote: “L’emigration, donc, constitue une caracteristique fondamentale de ce 

pays.  Il n’est pas exagere d’ecrire que <<le cas Yemenite [ainsi que le Hadrami] est le desastre du Xxeme 

siecle et le veritable refugie do nose jours est le Yemenite.>>." 
201 

R. B. Serjeant, “The Interplay Between Tribal Affinities and Religious (Zaydi) Authority in the 

Yemen,” in Customary and Shariʿah Law in Arabian Society, ed. R. B. Serjeant (1982; repr., Variorum, 

1991).  
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The re-structuring and contestation of the internal class-enforced hierarchy is also 

tied to the issue of Yemen’s position in the region and within an international political 

order.  In NGO parlance, Yemen is notoriously famous for being an LDC (“least-

developed country”).  Unfortunately, along with that designation, the perception and 

reality of Yemen under this label is very much associated with the involvement and 

interference of corporate and foreign national, as well as non-national, political interests 

in Yemen.  Often, this has led to manipulation or re-structuring of the class-based system 

within Yemen for the benefit of the foreign power, with little or no progress for Yemen 

as a national constituency in an international playing field. 

In other words, while the migrants, their networks, and the ensuing changes which 

occurred inside Yemen during the 1960s, may have been effective in terms of leading to 

the re-working a hierarchical and caste-like system of social relations, in reality, a true 

leveling of the playing field was not accomplished.  Yemen lags well behind almost 

every other Arab nation, even today.  It is also questionable, to what extent those changes 

to the internal Yemeni social structure, accomplished a leveling of the playing field.  The 

thawra led to the wholesale persecution of social classes—and not necessarily just 

recalibrations of political power and wealth.  These issues persist—at present, the overall 

literacy rate in Yemen remains at around slightly over fifty percent of the population, the 

majority of the population is food insecure, and only 34 percent of the rural population 

(and 70 percent of the urban population) has access to running water.202 

                                                      
202

 Hayat Alvi-Aziz, Regional Integration in the Middle East: An Analysis of Inter-Arab Cooperation, (The 

Edwin Mellen Press, Ltd., 2007), 80 -81.  According to a 2004, Human Development Report, Yemen had 

the lowest literacy rate in the Arabic-speaking world, with 49% of the total population literate, and 75% of 

the female population illiterate.  Yemen has a high poverty rate as well, 35.5% of the population live on 

below two dollar per day,and it has been described as a welfare state that relies “heavily on foreign aid for 

[its] survival.”   
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At another level, the Yemeni migratory movements are profound in terms of the 

broader political messages manifest in the export of labor, where human resources have 

become equivalent to capital exports—something often overlooked at the level of the 

individual migrant.  This resounds deeply—both at present, and in the pre-national 

migrations of the Yemenis, which had a significant and moving effect on the formation of 

the modern Yemen Arab Republic.  It is truly heartbreaking in examining the aftermath 

of the Yemeni Revolution and ensuing Civil War, that despite the shifts in the social 

hierarchy and improvements to the Yemeni infrastructure, Yemen exported its most 

valuable natural resource, human capital in the form of cheap labor, to its wealthier 

neighbors to compensate for its economic deficits.  Additionally, those later migrations 

occurred at times, to protest the changes to the social hierarchy brought about by the 

revolution, where members of previously dominant social classes left for economic gain, 

to make up for the social restructuring that had occurred as a result of the revolution and 

civil war.  That pattern of migration—stemming from the British occupation of Aden in 

1839 and lasting well into the present—has led to a complete disintegration of Yemen’s 

rich agricultural potential as well as its already-deficient water resources.  

This thesis has focused on pre-national Yemen and the ingenious and resilient 

networks of the Yemeni migrants that were instrumental in effecting changes to a feudal 

and class-based social hierarchy.  It has made an attempt to document those migratory 

movements in the pre-national and sometimes pre-literate situation where the migrants 

lived, as well as to broach the issue of how to knock on the door of sub-altern histories.  

It has emphasized that the migratory movements, and the often voiceless and faceless 

migrants built a formidable foundation for the contestation of an entrenched and often 
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oppressive social system—and that framework the migrants built was used later, by more 

educated and privileged political actors to execute the thawra.  Finally, it has suggested 

that the conflicts and eventual changes which occurred in Yemen during the era under 

discussion, were not solely based upon religious conflict rooted in theological difference 

between Sunni and Shiʿa, or even between Muslim and Jew (or Hindu or Christian), but 

rather must be examined also with an eye on class-based, entrenched divisions in a 

society that had been somewhat isolated for around one thousand years. 

The Iraqi scholar, Najwa Adra described Yemeni tribal dynamics embodied in 

aesthetic symbols used to maintain and distinguish identity.  One of those is the the barʾa 

dance, performed by male tribesman—where a dancer in the middle of a circle is flanked 

by those of both greater and  lesser skill levels on the outside.  Adra wrote that the dance 

“requires a close and difficult coordination between dancers and with the drummers... [it] 

is a dance of display.  Its performance manifests to participants and spectators the 

coherence of the group, its ability to function cooperatively, and the strength and 

endurance of its members.”  Yemeni migratory movements, too—have over the course of 

centuries required such coordination and resilience—and contributed to a performance of 

national identity—across and within state and regional boundaries.  Perhaps the same 

degree of academic attention could be paid to such larger scale movements—as has been 

dedicated to the dynamics of tribal dancing.  
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